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Dukes edge out
No. 1 Youngstown
by Ian Record

senior writer
YOUNGSTOWN. OHIO — There's
only one word that can describe the
JMU football team's performance
Saturday night against the No. 1
ranked Youngstown State Penguins —
wow!
The Dukes knocked off the
defending champions in what senior
quarterback Eriq Williams called the
biggest football win in JMU history.
JMU junior kicker Trey Weis
booted a 27-yard field goal with just
six seconds remaining to shock the
previously unbeaten Penguins and lift
JMU to an emotional 52-49 victory
before a Stambaugh Stadium capacity
crowd.
"This is the No. 1 victory at
Madison," Williams said. "I have
never felt like this before."
Teary-eyed and emotionally
drained JMU head coach Rip Scherer
said, "This is a great win. I'm proud as
hell of these kids. They hung in there
and fought coming into the backyard
of the national champions and they
came away with a win.
"This is no doubt my biggest win."

The two teams combined for an
unbelievable 101 points — school
records for both clubs — in a see-saw
contest that would be won by the team
with the game's final possession —
JMU.
The Penguins rallied to within one
point with less than three minutes
remaining when junior tailback
Darnell Clark scored from six yards
out. Rather than risk botching a twopoint conversion and a one-point
deficit. Penguin coach Jim Tressel
opted for the kick and a 49-49 tie.
"That was a tough call for Tressel
to make — I don't know what he was
thinking," Scherer said.
Tressel's decision left JMU with
nothing to lose and everything to gain.
JMU marched down the field on the
shoulders of the Big Three —
Williams, senior tailback Kenny Sims
and junior receiver David McLeod —
to the Youngstown 10-yard line,
setting up Weis' game-winning kick.
It was sweet redemption for Weis,
who missed a game-tying field goal
against Samford in last year's
playoffs.
"One of my goals had been to come
FOOTBALL page 23
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Junior Trey Web (13) connects on a 27-yard field goal with six
seconds left to beat Youngstown State 52-49 Saturday night.

JMU's ranking falls to 54
in Mone/s college guide
by Alane Tempchin

staffwriter
JMU dropped in rank from 38th to 54th out of 100
American four-year colleges in Money magazine's
third annual college guide released this September.
The listing was based on value versus the quality
of education. JMU also ranked 17th in Money's top
25 southeastern universities.
Jersey Gilbert, statistics editor for Money, said
that JMU's increase in tuition this year caused it to
fall to 54th.
"There has been quite a big increase in tuition,*'
Gilbert said. "We're talking about $600, which
represents about a nine or ten percent increase."
But Fred Hilton, director of communications for

the president's office, said, "The tuition increase we
had this year is one of the smallest in the state.
We've tried despite the budget cuts to hold the
increases to an absolute minimum."
Gilbert also said, "The library is not as big as it
should be given the size and the number of students
that have to use it-"
But Hilton questioned Gilbert's methods in
calculating library resources.
"They divide the number of reference materials by
the number of undergraduates,'' Hilton said. "I think
that this was a valid measure 20 or 30 years ago, but
I think this ignores the fact that libraries are
becoming electronic. JMU is becoming one of the
leaders in the nation at that
RANKING page 2
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"We committed a long time ago that we were not
going to go out and try to buy the number of books
that you would have at a major research institution
like UVa, but we have accessed all those books,'' he
said.
He also said, "There is no scientific way of doing
a report such as [Money's ranking]. Money magazine
takes a lot of variables into account Anything like
this can be argued against''
The Money poll based its rankings on IS factors,
some of which include faculty strength, library
resources, entrance exam results, graduation rate and
number of graduates that earn doctorates.
Neither Hilton nor Gilbert placed much
importance on JMU's drop in the poll.
In fact Hilton said he wouldn't be concerned if
JMU dropped out of one of these lists all together,
adding that as long as JMU is consistently in most of
these polls, then it shows the university is
performing well.
'To quibble over whether we're ranked 22nd or
33rd or 11th in a poll is kind of silly," Hilton said.
"The fact that you were recognized in the top, elite
group is what is important Those relative positions
in the top upper echelons can change dramatically
just because of a few numbers.*'
Gilbert said, "I would not characterize it as a big
drop. Out of 1000 schools it is only about two

Money Magazine Va. School Ranking
1992 edition

1993 edition

University of Virginia; Charfottesville

4

18

*

Mary Washington College; Fredericksburg

23

James Madison University

38

30
54

I
I

Washington & Lee; Lexington

56

53

t

Emery & Henry College; Emery

57

Virginia Tech; Btacksburg

60

William ft Mary, Williamsburg

68

55
52
77

1
I
I
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percent Your school might not have changed and
other schools may be changing and moving past
yours."
Money also ranked six other Virginia schools
including the University of Virginia, Mary
Washington College, Washington and Lee
University, Emory and Henry College, the College
of William and Mary and Virginia Tech.
And in the Sept 28 issue of US. News and World
Report, JMU placed second among the the "up-andcoming" regional universities in the South just

behind George Mason University.
JMU President Ronald Carrier stated in a press
release about the US. News ranking, "This type of
continued national recognition is a tribute to the high
quality of JMU faculty and its students."
But Carrier was skeptical about the validity of
these kinds of polls.
"No one contends that any ranking poll is totally
accurate, but it is always a positive factor on campus
spirit when the university continues to be recognized
in so many different surveys," Carrier said.

Celebrate
Member* of Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority cheer for their
new pledges Friday night at bid
night. More than 50 pledges will
join about 70 sorority members
after pledging this semester.
This year bid night was held
for JMU's eight sororities at
their sorority houses rather than
in Godwin Hall.
More than 600 students
rushed JMU sororities this year.

VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE
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Russians have freedom, want food
it means very fine, luxurious food."
And while Russians have obtained the many
freedoms that the former communist dictatorship
suppressed, poverty keeps citizens from enjoying
their freedom.
"Under the tyranny of communist rule, people
couldn't travel because Russia was surrounded by
the Iron Curtain," Sturua said. "Now that the Iron
Curtain has been destroyed, people . . . still can't
afford such a luxury.
"Round-trip [plane] tickets from Moscow to New
York cost 140,000 rubles, and the average Russian
salary is 10,000 rubles. So, you have to work 20
years or more to by a ticket," he said.
And poverty has thrown citizens into social

by Peggy Ware
stqffwriter
Hard-won freedoms have brought poverty and
suffering to the citizens of the former Soviet Union,
said a Russian journalist to a crowd of about 60 in
P.C. Ballroom Thursday night
Melor Sturua, a political columnist for the
Moscow paper Izveslia, said since the collapse of
the communist empire just over a year ago, the
poverty in his country has escalated to enormous
proportions.
"We live in a state of [spiraling] inflation and are
suffering the effects of the complete disintegration of
our financial system," he said. "Nowadays, over 95
percent of Russians live below the line of poverty."
Sturua, who has worked as a journalist for more
than 40 years, explained that Americans' perceptions
of poverty doesn't match the Russian reality, adding
that American poverty line is $13,000 a year while a
Russian's average income is around $45 a year.
Although western society and democracy have
begun to seep into the new Commonwealth of
Independent States, its people have not seen the
benefits, he said.
"You can now find everything in Moscow, all the
Western goods," Sturua said. "But there are only a

turmoil.

Melor Sturua

JOSH SEELY/THE BREEZE

few people who can afford to buy them."
He said that his people can't imagine buying what
Americans often take for granted.
"Now in Russia, McDonald's is like a five-star
restaurant... nobody can afford it," Sturua said. "So
when you say hamburger or cheeseburger in Russia,

"Now in Russia we have an overabundance of
prostitution, pornography, drug trafficking, violence
and organized crime .... Most of our streets look
like 42nd Street in New York.
"All of the negative sides of your country are
flourishing in Russia, but the positive ones are
neglected. They don't work to our advantage. And
unfortunately the negative sides are so addictive."
Sturua also expressed concern over the
JOURNALIST page 7

Graduation change slated
by Lee Frost
stqffwriter
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Bloody Banquo

VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

The murdered Banquo's ghost played by JMU alunmus
Mark McKed appears at Macbeth'* dinner party in the
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express performance of
Macbeth. SSE appears again tonight in Duke Hall, M209,
at 7 p.m.

Long ceremonies and dissatisfaction from faculty and staff
might cause JMU to change its
graduation format.
May graduation ceremonies usually
last more than three hours and some
students often leave after receiving
their diploma.
Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice president
for academic affairs, said she believes
this results "in a ceremony that has
lost much of its values as a symbol of
the achievements of both students and
faculty."
She said the administration has
proposed an hour-long main ceremony
that would involve a speaker and all of
the graduates and faculty.
The main ceremony would then be
followed by concurrent ceremonies for
each college.
Oberst said she wants to
"emphasize unity at a central
ceremony" and then have satellite
ceremonies to have "the best of both
worlds."
She said that she is consulting with
the Student Government Association,
the faculty senate, and students on the

idea.
All seniors will receive a survey in
their senior newsletter this week
concerning the graduation ceremony,
said Julia Tock, senior class president
"At first I was not in favor of
change," Tock said, "but I think it
definitely has merit."
Senior Pam Storm believes a
satellite ceremony is an "awful" idea
because she wants to graduate with
her friends that are in different majors.
Storm suggests an alternative that
the larger universities utilize. They
graduate by rows or by individual
colleges in one main ceremony.
Senior Dawn Landes said, "I've
been to [Virginia] Tech where they
break off into smaller ceremonies, but
it's not as official as the longer
graduation."
Landes said while she thought the
satellite ceremonies were conducted
nicely, she would prefer the more
traditional ceremony.
But senior Jackie Farmer said, "I
like the [satellite] idea. I think it
would make graduation better for
everyone."
Oberst said she needs to make her
recommendation to JMU President
Ronald Carrier by Oct. 15.
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PUB & DELI

Delivery Hours:
Sun.,Mon. 11a.m.-12a.m.
lui'. - Sat. 11 a.m - 2a.m.

PIZZ4

MM*

43-DUKES
(433-8537)

WEDNESDAY SEPT. 30TH
20$ Wings During Band Show

433-PAPA
Call Your PAPA!
433-7272

702 E. Market St., Harrisonburg
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd.)
Free Garlic Butter and
Pepperoncini Peppers
with each Pizza

JOHNNIES
HERITAGE

1

Ask About Our
Carryout Special

CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY

CARRY OUT 00 DELIVERY

One Large
"Works" Pizza

Large, One
Topping Pizza

S9.95.YU
EXTRA TOPPINGS AVAILABLE
LIMITED DELIVERY AREA
EXPIRES 10/8/82

S6.96.MI
EXTRA TOfPWO* AVAILABLE
UNITED DEUVERY4XPHSS 10/t/M

CAMYOUTMIMLMRY

Two Large
Single Topping Pizzas
$11.98.m.
emu YOfMit MNuai
LMtTH) DEUW«T UtA
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C7+fs a Mafter* of Respect" Week
TZape. Awaceness Week

MONDAY.

SEPT.

Moil. Sept, 28, 11-2pm:
5:30pm:

Tues. Sept. 29,

2BTH

•

FRIDAY.

OCT.

1ST

Information Table on Patio
Donna Harper from the JMU Health Center speaks on Date Rape: Why
it happens & what to do, in Keezell G-2

7pm: In the WCC Tidewater Room, a speaker from the JMU Police
Department will speak on procedures for Rape Investigation AND
Chris Turner, from the Commonwealth Attorney's Office, will speak on
the legal aspects of rape
•

Wed* Sept. 30, 11 -2pm: Information Table on the Patio

Thurs. Oct. 1,

________

7pm:

Sherri Clifford from CASA and Lina Locher, PhD from the JMU
Counseling Center speak on personal safety issues and risk reduction
skills; PLUS Cindy Faulkner from the Woman's Health Focus Center
speaks on incest and child abuse

'Jt's a Ma**** of Respect* Week
8 p O

by

ZcSTA TAU ALPHA
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POLICE

VOrn

by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter

worked for J.M.'s. The trespasser
left when the student decided to
call police.

LOG

• A trespass notice was served to
a non-student in Z-lot on Sept. 22.

Rockford-fosgate amplifier, and
approximately 12 compact discs
were reported stolen from a
student's vehicle in Z-lot at 2:42
p.m. Sept. 24.

Substance/DIP

Harassing Telephone Calls

The 1987 Honda was reported
broken into through the left rear
driver's side window.

• Non-student
Brian
J.
Templeman, 18, of Centerville, was
arrested and charged with
possession of a controlled
substance and drunk in public in
Hillside Hall at 1:27 a.m. Sept. 23.

• A student reported receiving
harassing telephone calls in Bell
Hall between 1:30 a.m. and 10:25
p.m. Sept. 21.

Campus police reported the
following:
Possession of a Controlled

Templeman reportedly passed
out in a women's restroom in
Hillside. Police allegedly found a
marijuana pipe with residue in his
possession.

Trespassing
• A non-student reportedly
demanded payment on an
overdrawn check made out to
J.M.'s Pub and Deli from a student
in .Shorts Hall at 5:05 p.m. Sept.
24.
The person reportedly did not
present any identification stating he

Grand Larceny
• A Trek 930 single track
mountain bike was reported stolen
from Shorts Hall between 12:45
a.m. and 8:30 a.m. Sept. 22.
The bike is black with yellow
lettering and gray hand grips. The
bike's serial number is 635736 and
JMU registration number is 160.
• A 20" Murray mountain bike was
reported stolen from the bike rack
near Showker and Eagle halls at
12:05 p.m. Sept. 24.
The black and pink bike with
oversized tires is valued at $250.
• An

Alpine

CD

player,

How SHARP
ARE You?
N t> li k I

III

I. I I II Ml M. A
-.1
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• A man's traditional class ring
was reported stolen from a display
in front of Grafton-Stovall Theatre
at 5:30 p.m. Sept. 24.
The ring is 10K gold with "MLC
333" engraved on the inside of the
band. The ring is valued at $316.

The vehicle, a black Mazda,
reportedly was entered and moved
to another parking space in H-lot.
• A student reported $20 stolen
from a wallet in Huffman Hall at
12:53 p.m. Sept. 25

Destruction
Property

of

Public

• The vending machines in the
breez«way between Wilson and
Keezell halls were reportedly
vandalized between 5 p.m. Sept.
21 and 7 a.m. Sept. 22.
No
products
or change
reportedly were obtained.

Petty Larceny

• A red storage trailer inside the
Bridgeforth Stadium fence was
reportedly damaged on Sept. 22.

• A cover for an underground fuel
tank was reported stolen from the
Showker Hall at 9:45 a.m. Sept. 23.

The trailer had a dent and a
scratch on the side. Damage is
estimated at $25.

The cover is made of cast iron
and is valued at $50.
• A Virginia driver's license, birth
certificate and Social Security card

Number of drunk in public charges
since Aug. 1: 18

Attention Arts
Writers!

ID

\i .\ > I. I

I.I

a

The CD player is valued at $550
and the amplifier is valued at $270.
There reportedly was additional
damage to the vehicle's window
and dash board.

were reported. stolen from a
vehicle in H-lot at 10:50 p.m. Sept.
23.
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Marines
I PMC! [HI MARINES

Please see your officer selection
team Captain Graham and
Sergeant Hamilton
at Warren Campus Center
on September 30th
from 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
or call 1-800-542-5851 inVA,
or collect (703)387-1942.

The meeting scheduled for
tonight has been cancelled.
Meetings will resume as usual
next week. Questions? Call
Donna at X6127.

Attention Arts
Writers!
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WILLIAMSON'S PHARMACY AND HOME HEALTH
1015 Harrison Street, Harrisonburg, Va.

i|

BT5WN

THE STUDENTS PHARMACY

20 WEST WATER ST.
433-5550
OPEN 11 -8 PM MON-FRI

•Prescriptions and Over-the-Counter drugs.
•Private Consultation with your pharmacist or nurse.
•Convenient Delivery.

mJfcttOML HEALTH

CAMPUS

VQQQcfdti

(Behind JM's Deli)

^^Williamson's

&

RECENT RELEASES

NEW TOMORROW

Nine Inch Nails
Peter Gabriel
Sinead O'Connor
Smiths Best Of
Extreme
Red Hot Chili Peppers Best Of
! Mother Love Bone
Alice In Chains

10% Discount
with student I.D.

Tel: 434-2372 Approved Charge Accounts Welcome
S
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Classifieds
work.
Send one
today.
You Say
You Really
Care!
Then why
haven't you
sent me a
personal?
Classifieds
work.
Send one
today.
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IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.
Think about supporting yourself for
twenty-five, thirty years or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'H ever face. Fortunately,
you have one valuable asset in your
favor. Time.
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral.
Time for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this:
if you begin saving just $100 a month at
age thirty, you can accumulate $192,539*
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside
$227 a month to reach the same goal.

At TIAA-CRER we not only understand the value of starting early, we
can help make it possible—with flexible
retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
America's largest retirement system.
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
today and learn how simple it is to put
yourself through retirement when you
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

Sturt planning your future. CmU our Enrollment Hotline 1800 842-2988.

Ensuring die future
for those who shape it.""
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widespread civil strife that exists in
his country,

RYAN KETCHUM/THE BREEZE

Commuter blues

Students line up every morning at Y-lot on Grace Street
to park near upper campus. Director of Public Safety Alan
MacNutt urges students who can't find a spot to park in Jk>t or at the Convocation Center and take the shuttle bus
across campus.

"These civil wars are very
dangerous because they can trigger a
general civil war inside Russia, which
would be much more devastating ...
especially because some of the
republics have nuclear weapons."
Although the problems are serious,
Sturua said that they are necessary for
future progress.
"Despite everything that is going
on, we have to go through this very
difficult time period now. It's the
illness of our transformation. Without
this catharsis, it would be impossible
to build a new society."
But Sturua said that his peoples'
tolerance for suffering is growing thin.
"The ordinary citizen — the
bookkeeper, the shoemaker — he
doesn't need freedom of die press; he
doesn't write for newspapers; he needs
a decent job and a decent income to
survive, and he is very much
frustrated."
But he said that the United States
could play an important role in
Russia's development
"To begin with, we need your
economic and financial help; we need
your know-how; we need your

experience; many Russian enterprises
now need joint ventures with the
West, especially between American
businessmen and emerging Russian
businessmen."
He also said the billions of dollars
poured into defense before the
collapse of Soviet communism could
be redirected.
"In the past 10 years, your country
spent three billion dollars just to
contain military aggression from the
Soviet Union. Now we destroyed
single-handedly this huge military
machine of communists. I think that
we are entitled to some peace
dividend."
Sturua said that help from the
American government is too little, too
late to help the former Soviet Union.
"Negotiations are going very
slowly and very difficultly. Time is so
very precious because winter is
coming — it's a matter of our basic
survival.
"Despite our insistence, despite the
public opinion in the United States,
the Bush administration doesn't really
do anything to give us the help we so
desperately need and as quickly as we
need it."

NEWSTIP? CALL MIKE AND KATE AT

rmm

Mike
Rayburn
Homecoming Revue
Hosted by JMU grad Mike Rayburn
Mon. Sept. 28 8:00 PM
Wilson Hall
Free
MUM

Comedian Rita Rudner
Oct. 2 7:30 PM
Wilson Hall
$5.00 in advance, $10.00 general public
$10.00 at door

X6127!
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Call Your PAPA!
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MM*

702 E. Market St., Harrisonburg
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd.)
Free Garlic Butter and
Pepperoncini Peppers
with each Pizza
,

433-PAPA
433-7272

Is your body
a canvas?
Do you have
a tattoo?

i i
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;
One Large
j
i "Works" Pizza ■ .
!1
$9.95.1*.
; !

Large, One
Topping Pizza
S6.96«

| ;
TWO Large
!
' • Single Topping Pizzas '
! !
$11-98..
\
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Fall 1992

Green Valley

The Focus On
section is doing a
story on tattoos. If
you have one, call
Matt Warner at
X6127.

Book Fair
Don't miss the largest selection of books and
book lovers in the Mid-Atlantic area.

VIDEO WORM)

Over 250,000 New Books
All at 60% - 90% off retail
Featuring Current Best Sellers, Reference,
History, Literature, Fiction, Children's,
Cookbooks, Sciences, plus most other subjects.

TWO WEEKENDS ONLY
Sat, October 3 (9am-9pm) Sat., October 10
Sun., October 4 (12noon-5pm) Sun., October 11
••

Green Valley Book Fair Inc.
The East Coasts #1 Book Clearance Center"
Located 2 miles east of Mt. Crawford, 1-81,
Exit 240, turn east on Rt. 682.
Watch for signs. Only 1 1/2 miles off 1-81.
Our original & only location.

(703) 434-4260

'
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Mayor discusses
stadium options
with Yard owners
ALEXANDRIA (AP) — The
president of the group that owns the
proposed site of a new Washington
Redskins stadium says the stadium is
still the most profitable development
option for the site.
Rory Riggs, president of the RF&P
Corporation, joined Alexandria Mayor
Patricia Ticer at an Alexandria
restaurant Thursday to discuss the
stadium plan. Ticer invited Potomac
Yard owners to return to the
bargaining table to discuss the original
mixed-use development plan, backing
away from a previous stipulation that
they provide economic studies.
Several weeks ago, Ticer told
officials of the RF&P Corporation that
if they could show good reason not to
build the "Alexandria 2020" project,
the city would reconsider the proposal.
RF&P has supported plans by
Washington Redskins owner Jack
Kent Cooke and Virginia Gov. L.
Douglas Wilder to build a new
football stadium at the site, saying that
the city's zoning restrictions on the
abandoned railyard would prevent the
company from making a profit from
the mixed-use development.
At the meeting, Riggs reiterated the
position that the stadium is the most
profitable option for the property.
Under the plan, Cooke would spend
$160 million to build the 78,600-seat
stadium. Virginia taxpayers would
finance a 20-year, $130 million bond
issue for site improvements.
Alexandria residents have mobilized
to fight the stadium plan, saying it
would cause traffic congestion, noise
and crime problems in the
neighborhood.

WORLD

WATCH

CREDIT CARD FRAUD
Credit card fraud cost the world $1.5 billion in 1991. Listed below are
the occurrence percentages of different types of credit card fraud.

Stolen from owner
Lost cards
Stolen from mail or
factory
Counterfeit
Mail or telephone
order
Other

^ ^

a

Q 33%
17%
16%
15%
10%
9%

Source: USA Today, Sept. 23, 1992.
JANET DRISCOLL/THE BREEZE

Fire damages death camp exhibit
ORANIENBURG, Germany (AP) —
Fire seriously damaged a barracks
housing an exhibition on Jews killed
at the Sachsenhausen concentration
camp during World War II, police said
Saturday.
Authorities throughout Germany,
meanwhile, reported another series of
overnight attacks on refugees and
other
foreigners,
and one
demonstration against the right-wing
extremism.
Police made no direct link between
the early morning fire at

Sachsenhausen and the wave of
xenophobic attacks that has rocked
Germany for five weeks. But several
Jewish monuments and cemeteries
have been damaged in the violence.
The wooden barracks, one of the
few remaining camp structures, is part
of a modest museum at the site, where
about 100,000 people were killed,
including thousands of Jews.
The Jewish exhibit opened earlier
this month, and Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin of Israel visited the
camp 10 days ago.

Ignatz Bubis, chairman of the
Jewish community in Germany, told
the Berlin newspaper B.Z. he believed
the fire was linked to Rabin's visit.
"Someone wanted to give a signal
and set this barracks on fire," he said.
Bubis called the fire an "evil
outrage."
An outbreak of anti-foreigner
violence, directed mainly at refugees,
began Aug. 22 in the Baltic coastal
city of Rostock where the decline of
the shipbuilding business caused high
unemployment.

Bush asks Congress to make paycuts
CHICAGO (AP) — President Bush
wants members of Congress to cut
their own salaries — and his if he's reelected — to show solidarity with
Americans "who are out of work or
uncertain of their prospects."
With the current Congress a week
from adjournment, the proposal stands
no chance of being enacted this
election year.
A White House statement issued as
Bush campaigned here Friday said the
proposal would save the government
$400 million in the first full year and
affect more than 64,000 federal
civilian and 1,000 military employees

as well as lawmakers and the
president.
In a message to Congress, Bush said
it was appropriate "that those who
lead the government make a personal
contribution toward reducing the
deficit and as a symbol of our
understanding of the concerns of so
many Americans."
He proposed that the president's
$200,000 annual salary be cut by 10
percent to $180,000 and that of the
vice president and speaker of the
House from $166,200 to $149,580.
Other federal employees, paid more
than $75,000, would take 5 percent

cuts. A pay increase scheduled for
January would not take effect if the
bill became law.
Under the Constitution, the
president's salary can only be changed
at the beginning of a new term of
office and a cut would apply to the
next president.
If the bill became law, the reduction
would affect nearly 400 officials
working for the president; all
members of Congress; 460 of the top
executives in government; more than
8,200 members of the Senior
Executive Service; more than 33,200
workers in the government's "general

schedule" pay system; nearly 6,500
doctors and dentists in the Department
of Veterans Affairs; and 3,000
members of the Foreign Service.
On Sept. 10, Bush offered to cut his
payroll if Congress would match the
reduction. The new proposal goes
farther.
The reductions would be twofold:
Cabinet secretaries, members of
Congress and senior officials in the
executive, legislative and judicial
branches of government who are paid
over $75,000 would not get the
scheduled 3.2 percent raise due with
the new year.
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H OMECOMIN0
CATERING
PARTY
BAGEL
20
iivich
pARTy

•Honey Dipped Chicken
by the tray
•Swedish meatballs
• sausage & peppers
•potato salad & macaroni salads
•and more Mr. J's creations

bAqEl
STuffEd
U/iTrl youR
fAVORiTE

cold
CUTS

$5.00
OFF
ONOrdERsof $55.00 OR!
MORE Wiih This COUDON'

$56.99

CALL NOW
564-0416
Market Square East
Open 7 Days a Week

THE

Miller Fellows
PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
•Miller Fellows positions will be available in the following offices:
President
Senior Vice President
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Vice President for University Advancement
Vice President for Sponsored Research and External Programs
Vice President for Student Affairs
Athletic Director
•Educational Objectives:
To provide an opportunity for students to lcam about leadership and
higher education administration. To gain "hands-on" experience by
working directly with two senior-level adminisrators, one each
semester.
•Fellows will serve for two semesters: Spring and Fall, 1993.
•Fellows will work an average of 10 hours a week for the entire
semester. In addition, all of the Miller Fellows will meet together
one hour every other week to discuss various topics and share
experiences. These common experiences will include discussions
with the president, members of die University Cabinet, a member of
the JMU Board of Visitors and the speaker of the Faculty Senate.
The executive assistant to the president will coordinate and serve as
the facilitator for the common experiences.
•Remuneration: $500 per semester
DKI.1VI RVC

/D1NH-IN

DIXIVI-.KY/CARR'* 01 I/DIM-IN

I $2 OFF MEDIUM PIZZA
| M
$3 OFF LARGE PIZZA
■>!lcr 1 .p.r. \WB1

'x'jrtsas^ir

ANY MEDIUM ONE-TOPPING I
PIZZA AND
|
2 LC. SODAS $7.49
|
Offer Eipi

*LJZ

]CV4»2

•Qualifications: 2.5 GPA, current junior or senior (if graduating after
fall semester 1993).
•Applications arc available in the Office of Academic Affairs,
Wilson 201.
•Applications are due October 16,1992.
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SMO encourages organizations to aid in
minority recruitment process:
Students for Minority Outreach is encouraging
organizations to participate in the minority
recruitment process by providing informative flyers
and brochures describing their organization to be
used at Black Awareness Day on Oct. 31.
Send all information to Antonio Thomas in care of
Vafner House by Oct. 2. If there are any questions,
please contact Larissa Campbell at x4124.

Television fidbit

S
CO

• The average American watches 26 hours and 10 minutes of
TV per week. That averages out to .. .
.—

8

• 104 hours, 36 minute
per month;

O

s

25

• 52 days, 7
hours, 12 minutes
per year;
• Wei! over 111/2
years in a 80-year
lifetime.
Rape awareness week begins:
"A Matter of Respect Week" highlights issues
such as- rape, safety and sexual abuse. Events arc
scheduled as follows:
• An information table will be set up on the Warren
Campus Center patio Sept. 28 and Sept. 30, 11 a.m.2 p.m.
• Donna Harper of the JMU Health Center will
present "Rape: Why it Happens and What to Do"
Sept. 28 in Keezell Hall, room G-2 at 5:30 p.m.
• A representative from the JMU Police and
Campus Safety Department will explain the
procedures involved in a rape investigation and Chris
Turner from the Commonwealth's Attorney's Office
will speak about the legal aspects of rape Sept. 29 at
7 p.m. in the WCC, Tidewater Room.
• Sherri Clifford of Citizens Against Sexual Assault
and Linda Locher from the JMU Counseling Center
will talk about safety issues and risk reduction, and
Cyndy Faulkner of the Women's Health Focus
Center will speak about incest and child abuse Oct. 1
at 7 p.m. in the WCC, Tidewater Room.
Possible economic solutions for the
former Soviet Union to be presented:
Dr. Vladimir Tarasov, executive director and vice
president of International ESOP Association will
speak on "Employee Stock Ownership in the Former
Soviet Union: A Possible Third Way Between
Capitalism and Socialism?" Sept. 30 in Showkcr
Hall, room 105 at 4:30 p.m.
Rally planned to raise funds for the
United Way:
Clients, staff and volunteers from 23 local
agencies supported by the United Way will rally in
Court Square Sept. 28-29 beginning at 7 a.m. During
daylight hours, marchers will be present to boost
awareness about the annual campaign fund drive.
Donations will be accepted.
Outing Club meeting changes locations:
The Madison Outing Club meeting Oct. 1 has
moved to WCC, Piedmont Room at 6:30 p.m.
Skydivcrs arc encouraged to attend and also those
interested in the Paintgun War and Nags Head trip.

Calendar of events
• College Republican meeting in Jackson Hall, room
103,8 p.m.
• Visiting Scholar Lecture Series, John Zalusky,
"Workers' Rights in the Evolving Eastern Bloc
Economies," PC. Ballroom, 4:30 p.m.

• Sophomore class meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room,
5:30 p.m.
• Wayland Historical Society meeting, upstairs lobby
of Jackson Hall, 5 p.m.
• Arts and Sciences Symposium: Dr. Olivia Cadaval
"Native Cultures and the Quinccntennial,"
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 3:30 p.m. and Dr. Joseph
Calder Miller, "Africa and the Consequences of
1492," Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
• Harmony meeting, in Jackson Hall, room 101,7
p.m.

• Alpha Epsilon Delta Honor Society for pre-med,
prc-dcntal and pre-vctcrinarian students will meet in
Burruss Hall, room 44 at 7 p.m. Lynda Drake will talk
about volunteer opportunities.
• Association of College Entrepreneurs meeting.
Warren Campus Center, Allegheny Room, 7 p.m.
• Arts and Sciences Symposium, Dr. Norman Grabo,
"Anthems in New Tongues: Dawning Moral
Reflections," Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
• SGA meeting, WCC, Highlands Room, 5 p.m.

• EARTH meeting, 5-6:30 p.m., Burruss Hall, room
39
• Arts and Sciences Symposium: Dr. William D.
Taylor, "Colonial Religion and Quincentacnary
Mclaphorss: Mexican Santiagos and Cristos dc
Cana," Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 3:30 pm. and
Dr. John F. Guilmartin, 'The Human Dimension:
Technology and Man at the Point of Contact,"
GraTton-Stovall Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
• "Autumn Skies" planetarium program. Miller
Hall, Wells Planetarium, 7 and 8 p.m.

Weather
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

HIGH: 75

HIGH: 75°

HIGH: 75

LOW: 48°

LOW:

LOW:

- o.o o °o ° o

0 o $0° 0 00 00

0% vyv&oo oo
Partly Cloudy, Rain

60°
0 6 0G0o

QQ

50

cc

Source: WQPO/WSVA
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Hours
M-F 10-6
SAT 10-5

& BASKET
CITY

WHO'S WHO
Students interested in applying for Who's Who in American
Universities and Colleges should pick up application forms in
the office of the Associate Vice President for Student Affairs,
Alumnae Hall, room 106.

Get Acquainted Days
Oct. 1*2*3
Roses 15.95 Doz.
(In Store Purchase)
10% Discount Cards Available
Valley Center
Register for the FREE trip
Behind Valley Mall
Credit Cards
433-7789
243NeffAve.
Accepted
1-800-822-0577

Applicants must be graduating in December 1992, May 1993 or
August 1993 and have already earned at least ninety credit hours
with at least a 3.0 cumulative grade point average.
Applications must be returned to Alumnae Hall, room 106 by
5:00 PM, Friday, October 2,1992.

Got a tattoo?
Proud of it?
Want to show
it off?
The Focus On
section is doing a
story on tattoos. If
you have one, call
Matt Warner at
X6127.

1492:
Critical Reflections
James Madison University
ARTS & SCIENCES
SYMPOSIUM
Sept. 29-Oct. 1,1992

GREAT DEALS
ON
SUPER MEALS
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED NEXT TO JMU
AT
1560 SOUTH MAIN STREET

SCHEDULE
Sept. 1 • Oct 4
SwkjHGalkr*. Duke Hall

Mcta»-Fhdj»: 10:» UL - 4:30 pm
S-wiij-Si-oiy: 1:30 - 4:30 pm

BEYOND NSUKKA HILLS:
PRINTS FROM NIGERIA
Baithou Nkurumeh, M.F.A.

Tuesday, Sept. 29
730 p.m.
Grafton-Siovill Theatre
ANTHEMS IN NEW TONGUES:
DAWNING MORAL MEFLECTIONS
Norman S. Grabo, Ph.D.

Wednesday, Sept 39

330 pm
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
NATIVE CULTURES AND THE
QUINCENTENNIAL
OhviiCadivil.Ph.D.
7:30 p.m.
Granon-Stovall theatre
AFRICA AND THE CONSEQUENCES
OF 1492
Joseph Older Ml la, Ph.D.

Thursday, OcLl
3:30 pm

Graftoc-Sto«il]

TRIM

COLONIALKEUGIONAND
QUINCENTENRAMY METAPHORS. MEXICAN
SANTIAGOSAND CRISTOS DE CANA
William B.Taylor
7:30 pm
Gnfk»tenD Thettt

THE HUMAN DIMENSION:
TECHNOLOGY AND MAN AT THE
POINT OF CONTACT
John F. Guilmartin, PhD.

«*?9%
*o*

Each

NOW FOR A LIMITED TIME!
•Jr. Bacon Cheeseburger
•Sour Cream & Chive Potato
■Country Fried Steak
•Jr. Cheeseburger Deluxe
•Chili, Chip* 'N Cheese
•Biggie Fries
•Biggie Drink
•Medium Frosty™
•Caesar Side Salad
•Side Salad
•Small Chili

5(K OFF

HOT
STUFFED POTATO

Choice of: Cheese Potato, Bacon ft Cheese Potato,
Broccoli SL Cheese Potato, Chili & Cheese Potato or
Potato Bar
Tax extra, Must present coupon when ordering.
Not valid with any other offer.
Coupon expire*: 10/3/92. Good only at campus
location

The best hamburgers and a
whole lot more.

Chicken Fillet
Sandwich
$ 1.75 WITH PURCHASE OF

BIGGIE FRY
& MEDIUM DRUNK
Cheese and tax extra. Must present coupon
when ordering. Not valid with any other offer.
Coupon expires 10/3/92
Good only at campus location

The best hamburgers and a
whole lot more.
BIG 1/2 LB.'
UBLE CHEESEBURGER
F-U-L-L-Y L-O-A-D-E-D
.89 WITH PURCHASE OF

BIGGIE FRY
& MEDIUM DRUNK
■na ~o«h« befOR oideni*

Tax extra. Must present coupon when ordering.
Not valid with any other offer.
Coupon expires: 10/3/92.
Good only at campus location

The best hamburgers and a
whole lot more.
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S
Restaurant
W»«f»

fc Mvmm im ffurriioatiiij

171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801

CRAB FEST
EVERY WEDNESDAY
AT

JOKER'S PUB
llb- of SNOW CRAB LEGS
French Fries & Slaw

$3-99 piLus tax

Electronic Data Systems
PRESENTS
Career Development
Workshops
Tuesday. Sept. 29th, 1992
Office Of Career Services
Sonner Reception Hall
11:00 -12:00
Resume Writing and Interviewing
Presented by Catherine Powell,
Recruiter for EDS
1:30 - 2:30
Resume Writing and Interviewing
Presented by Steve Tiufekchiev,
Recruiter for EDS

Each additional pound
$2.99 plus tax

3:00 - 4:00
Professionalism in the Workplace
Presented by Hal Greeney,
Recruiter for EDS

Get here early for the best seats!

ALL STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND

s

Restaurant
I Wfc»»» nmifc MUM #M ffarrifoatmx

171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801
'Tonight —Mondaij Ni£lit Mad"fjs with
Strange Brew from Va. Beach

FREE hot dog bar • Show starts at 9:30!
•Tuesday Open Stage vv/ Sadler & Segree plus
FREE taco & veggie bar • show Marts at 9:30
:,';—ri

.i.li!!!

I ro^ivsssiive Funk) ^tull

W'XJM 2nd Anniversary Party!
Come join the r UN
w/ FUDGE from Richmond!

HOMECOMING MADNESS WEEKEND
The Dave Matthews Band

Full Stop!

l ihh! Need w

PIZZA

mm*
433-PAPA
433-7272
Call Your PAPA!
702 E. Market St., Harrisonburg
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd.)

runh • Roch • CRUNCH:

COMING I\ OCTOBER
Ml. KRISTIN II VII Acoustic Soul!
^"$rtl- !■■■■ I !»€»< !**■■> & flic* Driven
CD Release Party
C kill for Reservations!
98lll- Siiiol*ii»«| l)*»»c & ill*' I'rcfiiO Dopes!
tjot loose — fjet <rd#y — c«»t< li Daie

Any questions or comments, call the Music Hotline
433-TUNE 24 hours a day

Free Garlic Butter and
Pepperoncini Peppers
with each Pizza

CMMV0UT0III

One Large
"Works1 Pizza

$9.95.™

PTM TOPFIIIM tMIUlU
I10M/M

Ask About Our
Carryout Special

"oiwf din M DUKRT "

Large, One
Topping Pizza

90.96««
txiuiomm ww

TWo Large
Single Topping Pluas
$11.98.OT1A
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Acoustic 1

Upcoming.

Pot

atJMU

"Beyond Nsukka Hills: Prints from
Nigeria," Sept. 1 - Oct. 4, Sawhill
Gallery.
"Paintings by Heidi Martin," Sept. 21
- Oct. 3, Artworks Gallery.
"Mixed Media by Cynthia Combs,"
Sept. 21 - Oct. 3, The Other Gallery.
"Damaged Petroglyph Portfolio:
Photographs by Susan
Moldenhauer," Sept. 7 - Oct. 3, New
Image Gallery.

music
1

Sam Cross, baritone recital, 8 p.m.,
Sept 29, Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium.
Madison Singers, 7 p.m., Oct 4,
Emmanuel Episcopal Church.

misc.
» Visiting Scholar Lecture, John
Zalusky, Sept 28,4:30 p.m, P.C.
Ballroom
• UPB Homecoming Revue with Mike
Rayburn, Master of Ceremonies, 8
p.m., Sept 28,
Wilson Hall Auditorium.
» Brown Bag Lecture — Rita McCaslin,
"Uli as a Cultural Medium: A
Personal Perspective,'" 12 p.m., Sept.
30, Hillcrest House.
1
Visiting Scholar Lecture, John
Zalusky, 430 p.m., Sept 28, P.C.
Ballroom.
UPB Concert — Rita Rudner, 7:30
p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Mass Communication Career Day, 10
a.m. -12 p.m., Oct 2, AnthonySeeger Hall, Room 12.
(Top left) Angle Blake reads her work Thursday night at The Little Grill. (Bottom
left) The Little Grin restaurant is packed with audience members for a poetry
reading. (Bottom right) JMU junior Cathy Sherman shares in the Acoustic Poetry
Experience.
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Academic Computing S<
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rhythm in poetry.
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music in poetry, then it':
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: Poetry Experience

>ets give voice to art through readings
JMU junior English major, said. "You get so much
more. It's like they let you into their world more
than just trying to interpret it yourself."
And that's exactly what many poets want. JMU
senior Angela Blake recently read some of her
poetry for the first time. She said it is the goal of
writers to have people listen to their work.
"It was a really good feeling just to know that
that many people were listening to my thoughts,*'
Blake said.
O'Brien said he is constantly amazed that there
are so many people in Harrisonburg and the Valley
that support poetry. And it continually gains
support
Attending his first reading, JMU junior Michael
Williamson likened the evening to a true collegiate
experience.
"Sitting around
:har.
,__-._i^__ g,,^^^^^^
a restaurant kinda like
1
this atmosphere and
g Services at
hearing poetry read —
is a certain reafJ ^Q mUSjC in
that's what [college]
should be."
arorreadthe poetry, then it's dry
The
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i it's dry and
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he music of
Dan
O'Brien
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e regular poetry readings is the
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some say APE fills a cultural void. How do the
lience members. The winning
poets feel about this success? Magill said it's good
to see people who say poetry has no place in
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modem society proved wrong.
ding poetry," O'Brien said
"It gives me hope."
PE rests in the original authors
The Little Grill is located at 621 N Main Street,
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"If people can't hear or

and boring.

Article by Matt Schwabel
Photographs by Kathy Alcorn

Cherub

P

for Thomas Lux
by D.R. Tyler Magill
Cherubs have their own architecture.
They are round. Angels are flat.
Their differences spring from that small distinction
They aren't the same species.
For example, consider: how does a cherub
wait to become an angel? It must seem
amazing, if not maddening, to be stuck
in pre-pubescent bodies, although they are
(to be fair) gifted with wings of azure and gold.
They must spend their time watching the angels,
blessed with flaming swords and smooth,
white brows. They must wait in the background,
celebrating in the small ways they can remember.
They must wait for thousands of years.

KEN BURAKER/THE BREEZE
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Troupe incorporates motion, imagery
by Coletta Roalf
stqffwriter
The stage faded to black and two blue figures
appeared, swaying to nature's sound — the wind.
The movement was like clouds.
These fantasy images were created by
professional dancers Cathy Paine and Andrew
Megginson while performing "Blow," a modern
dance set to the music of a breeze.

The dance company, "Cathy Paine A. Mixed
Media" performed Saturday night in Godwin Hall.
Paine expressed her desire to combine modem dance
with sound in four pieces.
"Cathy Paine & Mixed Media," founded in 1988,
is the second dance company introduced by Paine.
The group consists of dancers Andrew Megginson,
Melody Kirschner and David Bentley, musicians
Ray Schwartz and Joe Tornabene, and Associate
Director Julyen Norman.
The Richmond-based group also performed "The
Box," a piece consisting of three performers centered
around a television set expressing vocally their
interaction with the TV.
"The Box" provided variety in the show because
while there was little dancing, there was much irony
and comedy in it vocally. The performers sang
verses, in rounds, that were both adamant and subtle.
The audience's laughter was directed at themselves
and their dependence on television for watching

KATHY ALCORN/THE BREEZE

Cathy Paine & Mixed Media performed Saturday night in Godwin Hall.
hurricane disasters, fresh fruit commercials, animal
documentaries and lusty sex scenes.
The two other pieces were highly impressionistic.
"The Flight of the Angels" and "A People of
Wanderers" allowed freedom for interpretation. The
symbolism and control, as well as the skillful
choreography, illustrated Paine's skill and her
maturity as a dancer.
"A People of Wanderers," which was the
company's finale, symbolically used painted
suitcases to act as props and setting. The suitcases
defined the characters and the space. This piece
illustrated the ability of the four dancers to work well
both as an ensemble and individually.
Movements in the piece ranged from fluid, dream-

like motions to base, almost tribal, physical
movements. The piece ended with Paine physically
carrying each of the performers centerstage and
wishing them good-bye. This portion of the show
was extremely expressive since it was the final
performance for one of the dancers, Andrew
Megginson.
Paine seemed to be performing for herself as
well as for the audience, making her performance
unique. "I feel like it's something I'm good at. ..
something I have to offer other people," Paine said.
The performance ended with discussion between
the audience and Paine and her performers..The
discussion revealed that the audience's perceptions
were as important to the performers as their own.

DISCOVER WHICH CAREERS FIT YOUR TALENT
EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES OF A
CAREER WHICH OFFERS YOU THE
BEST INCOME AND ADVENCEMENT
POTENTIAL.

FIND OUT ABOUT INTERESTING
CAREERS - DONT WASTE YOUR
TIME IN A CAREER THAT DOESNT
FIT YOUR SKILLS AND TALENTS!

Set the facts on 80 GROWTH
OCCUPATIONS. Which career to choose
has always been a difficult question. But
here is help. The new CAREER REPORT
SERIES has the information you need to
make the best decision for your career
search. Major changes have taken place in
our economy in the last 10 years and are
stilll in the making... CHOOSE A
CAREER NOW that has the best
opportunities for INCOME POTENTIAL
GROWTH and ADVANCEMENT for the
Nineties.

pccuPA-noN,

"Careers of the Nineties" lists over 80
occupations, which, according to the latest
government and private researches, have
the very best opportunities for substantial
growth during the coming 10 years. Only
occupations which have an estimated
growth rate of 15% or more were chosen occupations which have estimated growth
in excess of 25% are shown in bold.
Career reports are concise in briefing of a
given occupation. They vary in length
from approximately 4-12 pages Each
report gives the vital facts you need to
have: «job descriptions • Environment/
working conditions • Advancement
potential • Growth potential • Latest salary
information • Training requirements. All
information is based on the latest
government and industry research.
ORDER NOW — Only $9.00 per career
report, $730 for ten or more.

ORDER NUMBER

"W

Accountants ft Auditors
Actors, directors, producers
102
Actuaries
325
Admtsistrative service mgrs.
321
Aerospace engineers
103
Air traffic controllers
104
Aircraft mechanics
106
Aircraft pilots
105
Architects
107
Archivists ft curators
160
Biological Scientists
326
Chemical engineers
120
Chemists
•
121
Childcarc workers
122
Chiropractors
151
Clinical Laboratory Tech.
166
Computer operators
127
Computer programmers
126
Computer service technicians
129
Computer systems analysts
125
Construction ft building inspectors
131
Construction Mgrs.
322
Correction officers
136
Counselors
167
Dental Assistants
153
Designers
140
Detectives
233
Dieticians & Nutritionists
152
Electrical & electronic engineers
141
Employment Interviewers
„J69
Engineering, science, ft data proc. mgrs. 327
Engineering technicians
145
Financial managers
323
Flight attendants
149
Geologists ft geophysicists
251
Graphic ft fine artists
201
Health service managers
203
Hotel Mgrs. * asbUnts
206
Industrial engineers
207

Inspectors ft compliance officers
253
Labor relations specialists
254
Lawyers
212
Legal Assistants
213
Mgmt analysts & consultants
324
Mkgt ft public relations managers
262
Mathematicians
217
Mechanical engineers
218
Medical assistants
219
Meteorologists
256
Nurses, licensed
225
Nurses, registered
224
Nursing & psychiatric aides
226
Occupational therapists
263
Operations research analysts
328
Pharmacists
264~
Physical therapists
265
Physicians
230
Physicians assistant
231
Phycisists ft astronomers
266
' ft real estate mgrs.
268
Psychologists
235
Radio ft Television announcers
237
Radiological technologists
258
Real estate agents ft broken
239
Recreational therapists
241
Reporters ft correspondants
238
Restaurant food service mgrs.
269
Science technicians
259
Secretaries
246
Social workers
248
Stock brokers ft securities sales wrkrs.249
Surgical technicians
250
Teachers, kind, and elem.
302
Teachers, secondary
301
Tool programmers
307
Travel agents
306
Underwriters
323
Urban & regional planners
316
Veterinarians
311
Writers & editors
312

ORDER NOW • Only $9.00 per
career report, $7 JO for 10 or more.
FIND OUT ABOUT
INTERESTING CAREERS —
DON'T WASTE TIME IN A
CAREER THAT DOESNT FIT
YOUR SKILLS AND TALENTS!
ORDER FORM
Order no.
price

Subtotal for Hems listed above
Postage $250 minimumor 10% of order on
orders over $25.00
TX residents: Add 8% of
(sales tax)
Total
Check
Money order
Name
Address
State
City

zip

ORDER NOW
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Western Publishing
RO. Box 441172
Houston, Texas 77244-1172
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VooasOaGa
Alternative choices challenge tradition
by Sara Hammel
stqffwriter

Don't be alarmed if you see a
few names you don't
recognize on the presidential
ballot this November.
Even some JMU political science
professors aren't aware of the number
of political parties, that will be
represented this election year in
Virginia and in surrounding states.
Besides George Bush and Bill
Clinton, Virginia has endorsed
independent Ross Perot, Libertarian
Andre Marrou, independent Lyndon
La Roue he and New Alliance Party
candidate Lenora B. Fulani.
There are three third-party
candidates on the ballot in Maryland,
eight in D.C. and ten in New Jersey.
Dr. Anthony Eksterowicz, an
associate professor of political science
at JMU, said these third party
candidates "are going to get lost in the
shuffle."
He also said he hadn't received any
literature on them, and that he and
other political science professors
aren't familiar with them.
"As political scientists, we don't
consider them all that important,''
Eksterowicz said. "They don't have
much of a chance and not much
money either."
Dr. Paul Cline, professor of
political science and law, also said he
was not aware of everyone who's
running for various parties.
"I'm attempting to follow the major
candidates," he said, "but I'm not

Courtesy Lenora B. Fulani for Proa idorrt

Dr. Fulani won 240,000 votes
in the 1988 general election.

following
these
[third-party
candidates] at all."
He said lack of exposure prevents
these candidates from being wellknown.
"The focus is on the major
candidates . . . they [third-party
candidates] really have to Tight for any
kind of space," Cline said. "They just
don't capture the attention of the
public."

•Bi CHnton: Democratic Party
•George Bush: Republican Party
•Ross Perot: Independent
•Lenora B. Fulani: New Alliance Party
•Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr.: Independent
•Andre Marrou : libertarian Party

Dr. Lenora B. Fulani and JMU

Washington, D.C.

There are some JMU students,
past and present, who are
involved with these candidates.
A few, like alumnus Chris Nelson, do
their best to educate other students.
Nelson graduated last May, but he
is playing a role in bringing
alternative candidates to the attention
of current JMU students. He said he is
interested in NAP candidate Lenora
Fulani, who is on the ballot in 40
states and has qualified for federally
matched funds.
Nelson, a graduate student at
Temple University in Philadelphia,
said he contacted friends at JMU and
told them about Fulani.
"I just called people 1 know at JMU
and told them she wanted to come
here," he said.
The result was a social gathering at
the students' home, featuring food
and bands.
"I wanted to make it an
information/education session,"
Nelson said.
He said while he believes in many
of Fulani's ideas, he is still exploring
the issues and her party.
Junior international affairs major
Tapio Christiansen, who attended the
Fulani session, said, "I'm definitely
not going to vote for Bush." But he
added that third party candidates
aren't the most effective means for
change.
"The only power I have is to vote
within it [the system]," he said.
Nelson said he became interested in
Fulani while he was in Philadelphia,
when he saw a group of her supporters
on the street and stopped to talk with
them, adding that he liked what he
heard.
"I support the fact that she's
challenging our country's two-party
monopoly," he said
Fulani's platform, which is outlined
in a booklet given out by her
campaign supporters, appealed to
Nelson.

•Bll Clinton: Democratic Party
•George Bush: Republican Party
•Ross Perot: Independent
•Lenora B. Fulani: New Alliance Party
•Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr.: Independent
•Andre Marrou i libertarian Party
•Quhn Brtsben: Socialist Party USA
•Ron Daniels: Independent
•James Warren: Socialist Workers Party
•John Hagelin: Natural law Party U.SA.

Presidential Candidates In
Va., Md., Washington, D.C. and N.J.
Virginia

Maryland
•BI Clinton: Democratic Party
•George Bush: Republican Party
•Ross Perot: Independent
•Andre Marrou : libertarian Party
•Lenora B. Fulani: New Alliance Party

New Jersey
•BUI Clinton: Democratic Party
•George Bush: Republican Party
•Ross Perot: Independent
•Lenora B. Fulani: New Alliance Party
•Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr.: Independent
•Andre Marrou : libertarian Party
•Ron Daniels: Independent
•Helen Halyard: Workers League
•James Warren: Socialist Workers Party
•John Hagelin: Natural law Party
•James 'Bo' Gritz: American First Populist
•Drew Bradford: Independent
KEN BURAKER/THE BREEZE

"This is what drew me to support
her... her 20-page platform," he said.
Fulani opposes gun control and art
censorship, and endorses lesbian and
gay rights and "free and
comprehensive" healthcare.
Mamie Moore, Fulani's campaign
field organizer, said a major focus of
Fulani's campaign is the issue of
presidential debates, which are only
open to the Democratic and
Republican parties.
Much of Fulani's purpose is to
publicize the need to allow other
candidates into debates, Moore said
"She's not running to win," she
said. "She's running to make
democracy the issue of the 1992
election."
Nelson acknowledged recent
criticism of Fulani, referring to an
article about her and the NAP in The
Nation (May 4, 1992), a publication
he called "a liberal if not farther left

weekly."

"I originally conceived of this
[gathering] as a fund-raiser, but now
this [article] is raising real questions
about the party," Nelson said.
The article, written by Bruce
Shapiro, questions the NAP and
alleges that it spawned "a series of
for-profit businesses — an ad agency,
a law firm, a publishing house and a
music agency, among others," and that
"... hundreds of thousands of dollars
of the matching funds are funneled
from the party back to the businesses
through the purchase of their
services."
The article also questioned the
history of the NAP, saying the Party
recruited money and members through
group psychotherapy, sometimes even
". . . dangling before them the
possibility of readily available sex."
CAMPAIGN page 20
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Dart

...

A venomous dart to the Credit Union for its
inane check cashing policies. If every other
financial institution will cash the check of
another, it would behoove you to do so also;
especially when the cash machine is closed.
Cooperation is appreciated when a student is in
a jam.
Sent in by Stephanie Concodora.

Pat,,.
k /sis*--

Bush ignores AIDS efforts
Magic Johnson is no quitter.
The basketball star has vowed that he
won't stop flghting for his life since he
announced in November that he is HIV
positive. But on Friday Johnson did quit — he
resigned from the National Commission on AIDS.
This time, Johnson apparently realized he was
fighting a losing battle.
Saturday's Washington Post quoted Johnson's
resignation letter to President Bush as saying, "I
cannot in good conscience continue to serve on a
commission whose important work is so utterly
ignored by your administration."
The commission has made several
recommendations that have been largely ignored by
Bush, according to the article. Johnson and fellow
commission members suggested creating a cabinetlevel agency on AIDS, providing more resources for
the sick and dying, and removing HIV infection from
the list of conditions blocking travel and immigration
to the United States. Yet, according to Johnson, all
the commission has gotten from Bush regarding their
work is "lip service."
And Johnson isn't the only one trying to show
Bush that AIDS is a national crisis.
On Saturday, 22,000 people participated in the
sixth annual AIDSWALK in Washington D.C.,
raising more than $1 million in pledges. Participants
followed a path that passed directly in front of the
White House.
But up inside the Oval Office, AIDS still carries
ChristyMur4nd...edtor

the misconception of a gay man's disease, a disease
of the poor, a problem just for blacks and Hispanics
— a problem for people that don't count. It's
difficult for people like Bush, who are so out of
touch with the lives of everyday Americans, to
understand that AIDS touches every American in
some way, just like the problems of heart disease and
cancer.
Bush's own surgeon general, Antonia Novello,
referred to AIDS as an epidemic at the AIDSWALK
saying, "No longer can we keep AIDS secret.''
Bush should listen to his own adviser. Every life
carries value, and while Bush claims to be "pro-life,"
obviously he doesn't value the lives of those who
struggle with the illness and the stigma attached to it.
While Bush gives out money and promises to
people who will help him get elected in November,
where are the money and promises for those who
may not live until the election?
How long can the president continue to be Mind to
the disease that has claimed nearly 150,000
American people?
The fact that Johnson resigned from a commission
designed to save his life should make the president
realize that the American people want and need a
solution to this ravaging, painful disease — the
disease of ignorance.
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.

QayleCohen...managingedbor QrantJerdmg...opinionedtor
Letrers ro the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no
more than 550 words, and will be published on a space available bast*.
They must be delivered to if* Br«*e by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m Friday
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect die opinion of
the newspaper thisstaff, or Jaraes Madison Uruye^ty.

1

An appreciative pat to the staff of the Office
of Career Services and copy centers on campus
for helping frantic seniors drop resumes!
Thanks for your patience!
Sent in by an anonymous accounting major.

Dart...
A humongous dart to P.C. Dukes for its new
carry out bags. Besides making good laundry
bags, they could hold four cheeseburgers, two
drinks, three pieces of pizza, a sandwich, four
apples, a banana, two dozen doughnuts, five
cookies, a microwave, two kitchen sinks and an
after dinner mint... Do we really need to waste
that much paper for one meal???

Pat,

••

A multicultural pat to the UPB for sponsoring
Global Awareness Week last week. The events
organized throughout the week, especially the
performance of Sukay on Monday, were
exceptional examples of how global culture can
enrich our lives. And we know how much
global culture is available in the Shenandoah
Valley...

Dart.,
A dishonorable dart to the professors who
deliberately ignore the blatant use of old copies
of tests, and who are too lazy to write new ones.
Excuse me, but as a student who calls that
cheating — I feel cheated (especially when
graded on a curve!)
Sent in anonymously.

Pat.,,
lb the Commuter Student Council for
sponsoring Commuter Awareness Week. Free
bagels, doughnuts and drinks are enough to
encourage any student to move off campus.
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.Letters to the Editor
'God does not exist' posters
deserve the right to remain

APO's 'Ugliest on Campus'
contest takes place this week

Totheedrton
On Monday, Sept 14, the Coalition of Realists for
Awareness posted 28 signs reading "GOD DOES NOT
EXIST. BELIEVE IN YOURSELF." That evening all but
seven had been removed
Again we posted 22 more only to have two remaining,
both defaced We followed proper school procedure — the
signs were approved, stamped, and our names and phone
numbers were clearly written — allowing the signs to
remain up until Sept 20.
The only direct contact we received was positive, yet
only two signs remained, defaced We attribute this
cowardly and immature behavior to people who feel so
threatened by a belief that does not coincide with their own,
they cannot allow it to be present Are their beliefs that
fragile?
Censorship is not the answer. Our beliefs have not
changed and will continue to be expressed If the people
who did the removing and defacing had any questions or
comments our names and phone numbers were on the
posters for that purpose. We were open and willing to
discuss our views and also listen to anything new.
In addition to the indirect childish response of removal
of the signs, there was another response that was even
more absurd — sending copies to our parents. We do not
understand the illogical thought process that occurred As
adults we have arrived at the obvious and coherent
conclusion that there is no God. Our parents, also as adults,
have no influence on this knowledge. Were they going to
reprimand us, set us straight, or get us a psychiatrist or a
preacher?
We ask people to be mature and democratic and allow
the following signs to remain. If there are problems,
questions or comments—contact us. Thank you.

To the

The CoaMon of Realists for Awareness
Krbten HH
Brooke Dezio
nursing
music education
sophomore
junior

/ have heard rumors of an "Ugliest on Campus" contest
taking place at the end of the month. Is this true, and if so,
isn't it a little degrading?
Yes, there win be an "Ugliest on Campus'* contest
scheduled for Sept 29 through Oct. 1 sponsored by Alpha
Phi Omega, a co-ed service fraternity.
Members from all facets of the JMU community have
agreed to participate in this extravaganza. Student
organization members and campus celebrities have donated
their pictures to APO.

Letters*
to the
^Editor
(a I
The contest is in no way meant to be degrading or
insulting. The candidates dress to look as ugly as they
possibly can, and compete with others for the title of
"Ugliest on Campus."
Candidates will be displayed on the commons from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. each day of the fund-raiser. People will vote
for their choice by placing money in jars designated by the
candidates picture. One penny is one vote. A dime is 10.
That's all there is to it The candidate with the most votes
on the last day is the winner.
All the money raised will be donated to Alpha Phi
Omega's philanthropy — Habitat for Humanity, an

organization that helps provide housing for the poor and
homeless. Please visit the commons on Sept 29 through
Oct. 1 and cast your vote for the "ugliest" on campus.
Every penny helps, and it is sure to be fun and worthwhile
with your support.
Debra Flechner
treasurer/fund-raising chair
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity

Columnist should blame self,
not administration for bumbling
To the editor.
Once again, I am amazed at The Breeze's insatiable lust
for inaccuracy and tripe. In a Sept 21 column, newly
discovered JMU slice-of-life pundit Greg Nitsche shares
his theory that the university administration is involved in a
heinous conspiracy "to make you (freshmen) feel like a
boob." Mr. Nitsche then targets the staff at D-Hall for its
involvement in this campaign, supporting his ludicrous
assertion with a story about a friend of his who poured hot
fudge on her roast beef.
While I am in full agreement that this is certainly the act
of a boob, I hardly think it is the fault of the dedicated
employees of D-Hall. They have already posted signs
warning culinary geniuses like your friend not to put metal
rings in the microwave and not to butter their bread before
putting it in the toaster. I am sure that after reading your
informative column, the management at D-Hall will
prompdy post a sign warning other unsuspecting boobs not
to put the make-your-own sundae toppings on their entrees.
In any event, Mr. Nitsche, I do look forward to seeing
you in D-Hall. Please call me next time you and your
buddies plan to dine on campus. It would be more than
worth the S7 dinner punch to watch your friends bumble
around D-Hall, pouring coffee on their salads and dumping
croutons in their milk, while you follow them around and
curse die administration for making them look like boobs.
Brian Kildee
political science
senior

Cherishing father and son souvenirs
We often only fully appreciate the people we
are closest to after they are gone.
Humorist Dave Barry, in a rare serious column
entitled "A Million Words," wrote about the last
time he saw his father. Barry had gone to have a
talk with his dad, who was on his death bed Each
of them said "I love you" to the other and then
Barry's father asked for some oatmeal.
Barry left the room and told his mother about
his father's request. She thought Barry should go
back and try to have a more meaningful final
conversation with his father. Barry disagreed:
"He and I have been talking ever since I learned
how. A million words. All of them final, now. I
don't need to make him give me any more, like
souvenirs."
I have only gotten to know my dad since I
started college. Before, my father was an everpresent, inanimate object, similar to the table in
our kitchen. (If memory serves, my father was a
bit more lively than the table, but not much.)
Now, almost without me realizing it, my dad
(the table) has become my mentor. Whenever I
have to make a tough decision, I ask myself two
questions — "Would I feel comfortable telling my
children I did this?" and "What would dad do?"
This summer, a man my dad had worked with
told me how well respected my father was among
his peers. Several times, he told me that my father
is "a man of integrity."

EYES OF
THEKAIS
— Rob Kaiser
This discussion gave me reasons to see dad in a
different light. I began to reconsider why he pushes
me. Why he wanted me to have a summer reading
list while I was in grade school. Why on his desk, he
has a things-to-do list and next to my name is one
word, "Column?"
My dad did not especially care if I got a column in
The Breeze. He knew, however, I wanted one and he
encouraged me to do what it took to get one.
I could have tried to act intellectual in my first
column or fill it with witty one-liners, but I felt it
was more fitting (and important) to write about dad.
Recently, I was again reminded of his importance.
I was a bit down and a very good friend of mine was
trying to figure out why. Sitting up on the hill above
the commons, we started talking about how I often
hold my feelings inside.
I told her about my father, whom I have never
seen cry. I told her how my sister and I used to
sometimes wish he would just scream at us instead
of forcing us to live with the silent treatment.
All of a sudden, I became silent. I began to think

about my father's quiet demeanor. How, if there is
nothing to be said, he does not say anything — no
souvenirs.
Then, I began to cry. My friend thought I was
upset, but that was not it. All I could offer in
explanation was "I just love my father so much."
When I was younger, I would cry myself to
sleep because I was fearful something horrible was
going to happen to my parents. In the morning,
however, they were always there, pushing my
bedroom door open as gently as they had closed it
the previous evening.
Almost every Sunday morning, my father and I
would sit in the large, cushioned chairs in our
basement and discuss the items on his magical list.
Since I left for school, our Sunday morning
discussions have ceased. I have left the nest and he
has loosened the reins.
In Dan Fogelberg's song, "Leader of the Band,"
Fogelberg sang of a similar parting with his father,
"I thank you for the freedom when it came my
time to go."
In an earlier verse, he sang, "He gave to me a
gift I know I never can repay." I understand what
Fogelberg meant. I never can. My friend suggested
that I make my father proud.
I hope I do.
He deserves it
Rob Kaiser is a junior management major.
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Campaign
CONTINUED from page 17

Moore has read the article.
"It's a bunch of lies," Moore said. "It's an attack
specifically geared to attack a movement that's very
successful in the poor community... people of color
... and the gay community."
The Nation "is written by people from the old left
... like the communist party," she said.
Fulani is currently on the ballot in Maryland, New
Jersey and Washington, D.C., in addition to Virginia
and 36 other states.
Fulani ran for president on the NAP ticket in
1988, when she won 240,000 votes in the general
election.

Ron Daniels and the progressive platform
Ron Daniels, an independent in the District of
Columbia and nine other states, also grabbed the
attention of an active JMU student.
Junior Leander Hain said he learned about Daniels
when he was at an education rally over spring break
last semester, where he talked to people involved
with Daniels and read their literature.
Hain was instrumental in bringing Daniels to JMU
last March, where he spoke to about 100 people.
"I called up his campaign office, and I talked to
his D.C. campaign manager," Hain said. "We talked
.. .but I didn't expect it."

Daniels' platform includes a national health care
system based on the Canadian model, reduced
military spending by at least 50 percent, the
elimination of racism and all forms of
discrimination, and the closing of tax loopholes for
the wealthy.
According to a 1990 article in The Vindicator by

Bertram de Souza (Sept 1990), Daniels also wants
to "focus the national spotlight on what he calls the
'progressive platform.'"
The article also staled that "At the top of the list
is Daniels* belief that America owes 'reparations' to
blacks for the 'free labor that slavery meant"'
Recent campaign literature also emphasized
"economic restoration and economic justice for all
Native American peoples."
Lorraine Griffin, Daniels' district campaign
manager, said he isn't necessarily out to win.
The goals [of the campaign] are to do political
education about the political situation," Griffin said.
"The Democrats and Republicans are fundamentally
the same in terms of how they implement policy.
"We want to use the vehicle of political education
to build a permanent organization after the
campaign's over," she said.
In addition to the 10 states which officially placed
Daniels on the ballot Griffin said the campaign is
conducting a write-in campaign in four states —
Maryland, New York, New Jersey and Rhode Island.
"We have at least 12 more committees in other
places .. . where we didn't have enough signatures
or it just didn't work out" Griffin said
Hain said, "If he (Daniels) was on the ballot in
Virginia, I'm virtually positive I'd vote for him."
Right now, he's not sure who he'll vole for.

And if Perot re-enters the race?
Independent Ross Perot may consider re-entering
the race, according to the Sept 25 Washington Post.
If he does come back. Professor Cline said there
are many ways Perot could impact the presidential
race, and he said it's hard to say exactly how.

"At this late date he's going to be able to do
anything," Cline said.
By re-entering the race so late, Cline said Perot
would be avoiding much of the controversy that
months of public scrutiny bring to the major
candidates.
Cline also said he isn't sure what Perot's possible
re-entry would do to Bush or Clinton's chances for
the While House.
"Conventional wisdom is that be would hurt Mr.
Clinton the most," he said, "but I've never been
totally convinced of that"
Senior Jay Cooper, co-coordinator of students for
Clinton/Gore, said Perot could cause the election to
go either way.
"It's hard to say... it might hurt Clinton because
he's so far ahead," Cooper said.
But he said he isn't really impressed with Perot as
a candidate in general.
"I have two words: big wimp," Cooper said. "He's
trying to buy the presidency."
Junior Jeremy Starkey, a College Republican,
agreed Perot could hurt either major candidate.
"Earlier this year I'd have said Bush ... but it
could possibly narrow the gap between Bush and
Clinton," Starkey said.
He also said he doesn't think Perot is very
popular.
"He made a lot of his people mad by dropping out
the first time," Starkey said. "He turned a lot of them
off."
Although Perot may have a greater statistical
impact in the election, all of the alternative
candidates seem to give voters a chance for another
choice.
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18th-ranked JMU trounces Temple 5-1
by Michelle Egan
contributing writer

VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

The JMU women's soccer team cruised to a 5-1
win over the Temple Owls to boost their record to 51-1 Saturday.
"This is the best we've ever played," head coach
Dave Lombardo said. "We had good ball control and
good composure."
Temple entered the game against 18th-ranked
JMU with wins over national powers Maryland and
Rutgers.
Temple's Patrice Rutland started the scoring just
1:09 into the game with a 25-yard blast into the goal.
"Early goals can sometimes be the kiss of death
for the team who gets them," Lombardo said.
This proverb held true, as JMU rallied back to
score five consecutive goals. Sophomore Jamie
Dykes started JMU's scoring parade with a 5-yard
shot that tied the game 1-1 just a minute and a half
after Temple's tally.
The second goal came halfway into the first half
when freshman forward Ashley Williamson hit a 10yard shot with an assist from sophomore Kerri
O'ConneU.
JMU midfielder Carrie Proost scored midway
through the first half which boosted the lead to 3-1.
Williamson hit one more goal just before the end
of the half, intercepting one of Temple's passes and
sending a 15-yard kick right through Temple
goalkeeper Julie McCafferey, making the score 4-1

Senior LeeAnne Marinaccio fights off a Temple defender Saturday in the Dukes 5-1 win.

TEMPLE page 24

Dukes overcome slow start to
defeat Mount St. Mary's 3-1
by Kevin Finch
contributing writer
The Mountaineers of Mount St. Mary's College
entered Saturday's game against sixth-ranked JMU
with upset on their minds. But the JMU men's soccer
team was able to hold off MSM 3-1, moving its
record to 7-1.
The Dukes began the game flat, as poor passing
allowed the Mountaineers to keep the offensive
pressure on early.
With junior back K.P. Wawrzyniak out with a
shoulder injury, junior Bob Johnston and senior
Kevin Born rose to the occasion to turn away the
Mountaineer attack.
"We were lazy in the first half," said JMU head
coach Tom Martin, "and mentally we just weren't
into the game."
After the early offensive surge by the
Mountaineers, JMU turned the tables and tested
MSM goalie Mark Hcppcrlin with a series of tough
chances. Hepperlin was up to the challenge, keeping
the game scoreless for most of the first half
Sophomore forward Mark Mathewson came off
the bench to score the game's first goal with 1:10
remaining in the half. He took a pass from freshman
Patrick McSorley and pounded it into the top corner

of the net to give JMU a 1-0 halftime lead.
"We were still down after the loss to Virginia (last
Wednesday)," Mathewson said. "It took us time to
settle down and play the way we are capable of
playing."
The Dukes came within inches of taking the lead
earlier in the game when a McSorley header hit the
post at the 40:00 mark of the first half.
In the second half, JMU turned the intensity up a
notch, and the frustrated Mountaineers were unable
to respond.
"We knew we had to step it up," Born said. "We
expected to be ahead by more at the half."
At the 10:20 mark of the second half, Bennett
gave the Dukes a 2-0 lead. Senior Jeff Todd passed
to Sampson in the corner. Three MSM defenders
collapsed on Sampson, who found Bennett wide
open in front of the goal.
The JMU defense made its only cosily mistake of
the game when sophomore Jon Pillion was called for
pushing in the penalty box at the 16:09 mark of the
second half. MSM's Mike Faubert converted the
penalty shot to cut the Dukes lead to 2-1.
The remainder of the game was dominated by
JMU. However, Hepperlin and the inability of the
SOCCER page 24
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Ivan Sampson had 3 assists on Saturday.
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Attention Arts writers!

PART TIME STUDEMT ID
VALIDATIOH

The Arts meeting for
tonight has been
cancelled.

PAST TIME as well as FULL TIME students
who wish to have their ID's validated for
athletic events may do so Mon. thru Fri.
(Sept. 28 - Oct. 2) at Godwin 207 from 9
a.m. -12 noon and 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
OR
at the Convo ticket office daily
from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Are you a
work of
art?
The Breeze is doing a
story on tattoos. If
you have one, call
Matt Warner
at
X6127.

Great clothes
you can
comfortably
afford, even
on a college
students

a if ■'■— ■*

Barr-EE Station Catalogue
Outlet delivers the best
quality catalogue & brandname clothing for men &
women at the lowest prices.
Don't go without...just go to
Barr-EE Station!
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IS BRIGHT.
KEEP IT
SHINING!

Dorit allow the economic hardships
associated with an accident or unexpected illness to dull the finish on
your education.
Take a look at the AFFORDABLE
benefits of student health insurance
provided at JMU by Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Virginia.
• LOW rates tailored for a students
budget
• Access to a network of doctors
and hospitals who work with
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Virginia to help keep costs
even lower
• When you heed to use one of
the doctors or hospitals in this
"network", you will never receive
a "surprise" bill for covered services. After paying your deductible
and copayment. your bill is paid
in full by Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Virginia.
. • No hassle with paperwork. Doctors and hospitals in the "network"
will usually rile all of your claims
for you.
• These benefits have been specially
designed for JMU and are endorsed
by the School to meet the needs
of their student body.
DONT MAKE THE MISTAKE of
assuming that you already have health
insurance through your family. You
MAY NOT!
It costs nothing to find out about
the benefits provided but it can save
a lot... induaing your future.
Get all the facts. Visit the Student
Health Center or phone toll-free,
800-282-2231.
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
ol WghM

HARRISONBURG

Next to Kroger

Protecting Your Potential
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Dukes hope to
use invitational
as building block
by Sara Hammel
stqffwriter
A young line-up. the absence of two key players
and rainy weather caused some adjustments for
women's tennis coach Maria Malerba this weekend.
JMU hosted an Invitational Tennis Tournament.
Play was held outside at JMU and then at the Valley
Wellness Center when it rained.
With juniors Jody Craybas and Renee Bousselaire
at the Intercollegiate Tennis Association National
Clay Court Championships in Richmond, the lineup
had to be rearranged.
Sophomore Caroline Cox played in the No. 1
singles spot, and lost in the first round of her flight to
Tammy Okins-Nguyen, 5-7,6-4,6-3.
Junior Darien Smith lost in the finals in the No. 2
flight to Lisa Rosenburg, after beating Penn State's
Kristin Kovalik in the semi-finals, 5-7,6-2,6-4
Although Smith was playing in a higher position
than she normally would have, she wasn't pleased
with her performance.
"I've beaten her [Kovalik] before," Smith said.
"My feet wouldn't move."
Malerba said she thought Smith seemed tired, and
that it was a rough weekend for the whole team.
"I think part of it was some people had three or
four matches on Saturday... add that on to Friday's
play, then you had to be here at 7:30 [Sunday
morning]," she said. "You're not on your toes."
Freshmen Katie Piorkowski and Meredith
Jamieson played third singles and fourth singles
respectively for the Dukes, each losing in the
semifinals of their flights.
Sophomore Deb DeYulia played at No. S and
reached the finals, losing to Virginia's heavy-hitting
Whitney Sharp 6-2,6-1.
Malerba said she was impressed by the team's
play because everyone was playing in a higher spot
in the lineup than they usually would.
"I thought in that respect that everybody did
well," she said.
Senior Krysty Jessen beat Maryland's Shannon
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Second seed Junior Darion Smith lost in the finals 6-1, 6-0 Saturday afternoon.
Etzweiler to reach the semifinals of the No. 6 flight,
and then lost to Richmond's Pam Erickson, 7-6,6-2.
In doubles, the No. 2 team of Jessen and DeYulia
lost lo Richmond, 6-0,6-2.
The third-flight team of Cox and Smith beat the
American team, and went on to lose to Davidson's
third-flight team in a close three set match.
Although the tournament was an individual event,
Malerba said it helped get the team ready for an
important team event at William & Mary next
weekend.
This tournament helps get us together as a team,"
Malerba said. "Because the way it's played it gives
them a lot of matches. It's important because it
shows us what we can work on."
She said that this was a good warm-up for the
season, and said she was pleased with the team.
"I think everybody's in really good shape
physically," Malerba said. "But some second
matches we could have won and we lost some of

them."
She added that she didn't think anyone on the
team should be discouraged.
"I told them that probably some of them felt a
little disappointed in how they played, but... no one
got to play where they were (supposed to) in the
lineup," she said.
But Malerba said the team definitely could have
done better in the doubles.
"I was disappointed in the doubles," Malerba
said. "With two new freshmen, I have to work with
some combinations," she said.
Women's tennis was 13-5 last year, and ranked
third in the CAA. Malerba said that with such a
young team, this year's outlook is hard to pinpoint.
"We would like to go to the ITA regional
tournament at William & Mary and have a
respectable showing," she said. "We'll be the
youngest team there. Our dual matches will be close,
.500 is a realistic goal."

Football
CONTINUED from page 1

back and make a pressure lock when it counted," he
said. "It feels really good."
Scherer said, "I told Trey after the Samford game
that at some point he would have to win a game for
us. And sure enough he knocked it right down the
middle."
Both team's skilled position players owned the
entire contest as each squad's quarterback, tailback,
and receivers turned in big performances.
But it was Eriq Williams who turned the most
heads as he went 12-for-16 for 302 yards and three
touchdowns.
"If there is a better quarterback at this level in the
country than Eriq, I want to see him," Scherer said.
Williams said, "I felt like I was in a zone today.
This win hasn't sunk in yet"
Sims also had a huge game carrying 20 times for
152 yards and two touchdowns, including 42 yards
rushing on the final drive. And McLeod caught
seven passes for 185 yards and two touchdowns.
Youngstown was led by junior workhorse tailback
Tamron Smith, who rushed 34 times for 159 yards
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and four touchdowns. Senior receiver Herb Williams
tied a team record with 10 receptions for 143 yards.
Beating Youngstown seriously revives JMU's
post-season aspirations, squaring its record at 2-2
with seven games remaining. JMU's playoff hopes
had been dealt a serious blow with the loss against
Richmond two weeks ago.
"We dug ourselves a hole by losing to Richmond
and now we are digging ourselves out," Sims said.
Youngstown opened the scoring tirade in the first
quarter when the JMU defense was again victimized
by the big play as junior receiver Trent Boykin
hauled in a 37-yard score from senior quarterback
Nick Cochrane.
Cochrane shredded a porous JMU secondary,
going 19 for 23 for 243 yards and a touchdown,
including connecting on his first 10 passes. But it
was his fourth-quarter interception that shifted the
momentum, forcing the Penguins to play catch-up
once again.
Despite giving up 49 points for the third time in
four weeks, JMU 's defense came up huge in a
couple of key spots. First they stuffed Smith on a

utiiIwVldht lii*»Hili Hi i nr

fourth down and one on JMU's nine-yard line late in
the first half, preserving a 28-21 lead going into the
locker room.
"While it is apparent that we have some things to
correct defensively, we played well enough to win,
Scherer said. "The fourth-down stand was big
because they don't even get a field goal in that
situation."
How does Saturday's win compare to last year's
playoff victory at Delaware? No contest, say the
Dukes.
"This is definitely bigger than Delaware," Sims
said. They are No. 1 and we came in and knocked
them off."
Scherer said, "We beat a heck of a football team.
You don't get a chance to play number one very
often and you damn sure don't get a chance to beat
them."
Williams agreed. "At Delaware we had proven we
were a good team because we were in the playoffs.
This year we started off on a rocky road so we had to
prove we are a good team.
"Now everyone knows we are back."
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Men capture doubles titles at invitational
The JMU men's tennis team gave a
strong performance at the JMU
Invitational this weekend and looks to
gain some experience for the spring
season.
This was only the second
tournament of the fall season for the
Dukes, a young team who list seven
sophomores and one freshman on their
roster. Coach Drew Wittman, in his
third year at JMU, said he uses the fall
season to let individuals polish their
skills.
"We use the fall to see how well
we'll do (in the spring season)," he
said "They will get much stronger as
the season progresses."
Freshman Matt Rowe is currently
the No. 1 seed for the Dukes. Wittman
is pleased with Rowe's performance
so far and describes the freshman as
"a pleasant surprise."
Rowe won his first match this
weekend against Corey Lee, the No. 1
seed from Army, 4-6,6-2,6-3, but lost
in the second round to the University
of Virginia's No. 2 seed Richard Roy,
6-4,6-3.
Senior team captain Jamie Samuel
will provide leadership for the young
team.
"Jamie is our leader," Wittman
said.
The Lutherville, Md. native won his
first match at No. 2 against George
Mason's Parth Sambamurti 3-6, 6-3,
6-1. But he would go on to lose in his
second round matchto Bill Cherry of
UVa.
JMU's No. 5 seed sophomore
Kevin Long also provided a win for
the Dukes.
"(Long) is playing better than
ever," Wittman said, adding that he
expects him to be a key contributor all

season. Long walked on as a freshman
last season and made the line-up right
away.
He won his first match against
UVa's Dave Stolle 64,6-3, but lost in
his second round match to UVa's
Dave Stout.
Sophomore Brian Phoebus at No. 3
seed lost a hard-fought match during
first round to Chip James of UVa 7-5,
6-7, 4-6, and also lost his consolation
match.
JMU's No. 4 Landon Harper and
No. 6 Matt Herman also lost during
the first round and their consolation
matches.
In the doubles bracket, Rowe would
team with Long to win the Flight One
doubles championship Sunday, 6-2,16, 7-6 over the team from George
Mason.
The second doubles team of John
Lisack and Matt Gabler took Flight
Two, beating a pesky Army squad 86.
As the season progresses, Wittman
will look to Rowe to continue his
inspired play.
Rowe, the only new member to the
JMU squad, is from London, England
and is very excited about playing
college tennis.
"I think I'll do pretty well, but right
now I'm in the 'A' flight so it's going
to be pretty tough," Rowe said.
The team is now looking to the
South Carolina Invitational.
'There will be a lot of top teams
and top players at the tournament,"
Wittman said. "We'd really like to go
in there feeling good about our
tennis."
He feels consistency will be the
key.
"They're just not keeping the same
level of consistency throughout the
tournament," Wittman said.
Wittman said he is pleased with

Soccer

Temple

by Jennifer Howard
contributing writer

CONTINUED from page 21

CONTINUED from page21

Dukes' offense to finish off passes
with goals allowed the Mountaineers
to remain within striking range.
At the 32:55 mark of the second
half, it was Sampson again who set up
JMU's final goal.
The senior forward stole the ball
from a Mountaineer defender and
made a perfect pass to freshman
midfielder Kaarlo Kankkunen, who's
goal closed out the scoring in the
contest.
Martin said a rise in the intensity
level was the key to the team's
improved play throughout the game.
"In the second half we played more
to our level, rather than theirs," he
said.
The team's next game is
Wednesday at Towson State at 4 p.m.

athalftime.
The Dukes dominated the first half,
taking 13 first-half shots.
And The Dukes came out strong in
the second half. O'Connell scored the
last goal 10 minutes in the second half
off an assist from Julie Reule, making
the game 5-1.
Even though no goals were scored
in the last 35 minutes of the game,
JMU kept the pressure on, taking 10
more shots on goal.
Temple Coach Ellen Richart
blamed the loss in part on the rough
game they played the day before,
which resulted in the injury of their
best goalkeeper,. Still, she applauded
JMU.
They are a good team, they move
the ball well and were more intense

•
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Jamie Samuels beat Parth Sambamurti of GMU in the first round.
the team's performance this early in
the season, adding that his team is far
more advanced from where it was at
the same point last season.
And while Wittman tries to get his
young team some tennis playing
experience, he also tries to build team
unity with a family atmosphere among
his players.
"If we're not consistent in tennis, at
least we're consistent in having good

(than we were)," she said. "We really
did not show them what we could, but
they were a gracious host."
Lombardo said the team will be
challenged every game for the rest of
the season. He wants to continue the
attitude his team displayed Saturday.
"We're now in the top 20 and are
going to stan playing with the heart of
champions," he said.
Other future opponents include top25 programs Virginia (Oct. 13),
Rutgers (Oct. 24) and William &
Mary (Oct. 28).
Saturday's game started a string of
five straight home games for the
Dukes. On Tuesday, JMU will host
Maryland at 4 p.m. Friday afternoon
the JMU will take on Washington
State, and Monmouth on Sunday
afternoon. UMBC will finish out the
home stand next Wednesday.

guys on the team."
The Dukes will not see any
competitive action until late October.
After the South Carolina
Invitational, the Dukes will travel to
Greenville, N.C. the following
weekend for the Colonial Athletic
Association Fall Invitational.
Wittman's team will close out it's
competitive season in Winston-Salem,
N.C. at the Rolex Invitational.

SpORTS WATCh
Monday, Sept 28
Men's golf: JMU at Virginia State
Championships, Hot Springs, Va
Tuesday, Sept 29
Men's golf: JMU at Virginia State
Championships, Hot Springs, Va.
Women's soccer JMU vs.
Maryland, 4:00 p.m.
Women's volleyball: JMU vs.
Virginia, 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, SepUO
Men's soccer: JMU at Towson
State, 4:00 p.m.
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SPORTS

SPORTSMGHLIGHTS

WEEKEND

New Hampshire clowns
field hockey team
After battling through a scoreless first half,
the JMU field hockey team succumbed to the
University of New Hampshire, 2-0, Saturday in
Charlottes vi He.
The Dukes kept the score close until the
Wildcats sealed the win with under a minute
remaining.
The 17th-ranked Dukes (2-4) were outshot by
the 16th-ranked Wildcats, 28-16. JMU
goal tender Jen Ruggiero had 13 saves for the
Dukes.
JMU earned only four penalty comers.
Up next for JMU is a road trip to Boston for
games against Northeastern (Oct. 3) and
Springfield (Oct. 4).

Cross Country teams finish
in top 10
The JMU Men's Cross Country team raced to
a ninth place finish at the Morven Park
Invitational in Leesburg Saturday.
The women's team landed a fifth-place finish
at the Georgetown Invitational also held in
Leesburg.
Chris Baker's time of 25:10.89 led the men's
team, crossing the finish line in 30th place.
Chris Straub finished second for the Dukes in
25:30.50.
Juli Speights was the top finisher for the
women, taking 10th place with a time of
17:56.79.
The women's learn will not compete again
until Oct. 10 at the Furman Invitational
The men's team will be off and running
again next weekend, Oct. 2 at Virginia Military.

Women's tennis doubles
team among top 16
Juniors Jody Craybas and Renee Bousselaire
returned Saturday from the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association National Clay Court
Championships in Richmond.
Craybas and Bousselaire make up the topranked returning doubles team in the East
Region, and only the top 16 teams in the nation
were invited to the Clay Courts.
Craybas said although they lost first round,
she was happy with their play.
"Unfortunately, we played the No. 1 seed in
the first round," Craybas said. "We played well
though."
She also said that even though she was
hosting a tournament this weekend for eight
teams, it would be beneficial to send Craybas
and Bousselaire.
"I thought that since we had never sent a
representative from JMU it was important,"
Malerba said. "It was an honor.
"I saw them play their first match. They
learned so much from that experience. It was
good for them to see what they have to look
forward to in the future."

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 28, 1992
Passing yards
302
Fumblcs-lost
1-0
Penalties-yards
4-30
Time of possession 22:55

JMU Results
FOOTBALL

Individual Statistics

Sept 26
Youngstown, Ohio
JMU 52, YSU 49
Scoring summary:
JMU
14 14 7 17 —
YSU
7 14 14 14 —

243
1-1
3-20
37:07

52
49

First Quarter
YSU — Boykin 37 pass from
Cochran (Wilkins kick), 9:06
JMU — Sims 22 run (Weis kick),
5:37
JMU — McLeod 32 pass from
Williams (Weis kick), :24

RUSHING — JMU, Sims 20152, Williams 15-45, Agee 9-26.
YSU, Smith 34-159, Clark 17125, Cochran 8-48, Boykin 1-6,
Wood 1-2.
PASSING — JMU, Williams 1612-1. YSU, Cochran 23-19-1.
RECEIVING — JMU, McLeod
7-135, Robinson 2-64, Allen 134, Caggiano 1-11, Anderson 18. YSU, Williams 10-143,
Boykin 6-95, Swisler 1-9, Smith

2K-4).

MEN'S SOCCER

Second Quarter
YSU — Smith 3 run (Wilkins
kick),U:58
JMU — McLeod 71 pass from
Williams (Weis kick), 11:38
YSU — Smith 3 run (Wilkins
kick), 7:46
JMU — Sims 1 run (Weis kick),
5:22

Sept 26
Harrisonburg,
JMU
12—3
Mount St Mary's 0 1 — 1
Goals: JMU, Mathewson 43:50,
Bennett 55:20, Kankkunen 77:55.
MSM.Faubcrt 61:09.
Shots on goal: JMU, 23. MSM, 4

Third Quarter
YSU — Smith 1 run (Wilkins
kick), 9:42
YSU — Clark 62 run (Wilkins
kick), 5:45
JMU — Williams 1 run (Weis
kick), 2:23
Fourth Quarter
JMU — Agee 1 run (Weis kick),
13:17
YSU — Smith 2 run (Wilkins
kick), 9:33
JMU — Robinson 56 pass from
Williams (Weis kick), 8:48
YSU — Clark 6 run (Wilkins
•kick), 2:30
JMU — FGWeis27,:06

Corners: JMU, 5. MSM, 1.
Saves: JMU, O'Carroll 2, Bailey
0. MSM. Hepperlin 9.
Records: JMU 7-1-0, MSM 4-3-1

WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
Sept 23
Radford
Radford def. JMU 15-3,10-15,
12-15,15-11,15-10.
Records: JMU 7-6, Radford n/a

MEN'S

A—16,826

TRACK AND FIELD
Sept. 26
Leesburg
Morven Park Invitational

Team Statistics

First downs
Rushes-yards

JMU
24
216

ji:;rtrr*.'W ftiihL.ii:ir*it,M>.Trtrt^

YSU
31
320

Team Standings
1. Wake Forest, 58

tarn

2. Navy, 60
3. Georgetown, 71
4. Iona, 142
5. William AMary, 157
6. Georgia Tech, 161
7. North Carolina, 170
8. Dartmouth, 184
9. James Madison, 222
10. Virginia Tech, 226
11. Farleigh Dickinson, 227
12. Houston, n/a
13. George Mason, n/a
14. Howard, n/a
JMU Finishers
30. Chris Baker, 25:10.89
46. Chris Straub, 25:30.50
48. David Holliday, 25:32.31
51 Matt Holthaus, 25:37.30
54. Scott Jackson, 25:38.29
60. Jeff Thompson, 25:42.37
65. Tom Jeffery, 25:46.64
86. Mike Marshall, 26:07.69
99. Jon Schlesinger, 26:31.36
107. Paul Moye, 26:51.24

WOMEN'S
TRACK AND FIELD
Sept 26
Leesburg
Georgetown Invitational
Team Standings
1. Georgetown, 36
2. Wake Forest, 72
3. William & Mary, 83
4. North Carolina, 118
5. James Madison, 136
6. Dartmouth, 162
7. Georgia Tech, 174
8. Virginia Tech, 187
9. Mount SL Mary's, 235
10. Howard, 300
JMU Finishers
10. Juli Speights, 17:56.79
13. Melissa Freda, 18:13.32
18. Amy Taylor, 18.24.11
45. Mona Gupta, 19:11.83
66. Melissa Adams, 19:55.58
74.LizHeaney,20:16.94
84. Theresa Prebish, 21:44.65
87. Bridgette Fudala, 22:15.13
Winner Christi Constanin,
Georgetown, 16:57.44 (5,000meter course)
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Humor
FAR SWE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES/Bill Watterson
I f I6URED OUT HOW I CAK
ACHIEVE SUCCESS WITHOUT
HARD WORK.

"In tact, you Mkato buNd Ikw, don't you, Mr. Pig?
Bui Wing fires and burning wUd animals a |
of yours, Mr. Pig? Did you know my cHsnt Is an
endangered species, Mr. Pig, while you yourself
art nothing more than a walking side of ham?"

DOWN

& OUT/ ctoa

...AS WE. ALU KNOW, ABRAHAM ^
LINCOLN WAS ASSKbmATE.r> tN
1865... By WHOM*?
J

fTf*narMifii£i-;3r-fl lim.'i Til .--v. -i-nf H aaaaaMbaaal
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa as ...,., I aaa aaaaai I .••.*„. 11
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AMattenl team $35Mt Students, Greeks,
Oubaaem toe Spring Break tip after asang
onJyl
" 11 tripe at your achooll SpringBreal

oio6)(
4-8R unto. Fully furnished LMM tan*.
negotiable. Cal Dorothy RkNe, 4»«41 or
Coaaiioreaealrh fleeey, 434-2977.
iNee«*-io shew large 4-BR
toMtauM. h% tumiehed, the work* Cal
434-1173.
HOUM POf lent - AwKMi now, 3-4 BR, 2
aW/O, W/W caipet 581 fiorwood, one
irow Clov*rleaf Shopping. Center.
LMM through May or August, shown by
■cpoMwint CeltordetaiaQen,

Sprint •«• W - »ei trip., earn caeh I
QD w%m Sudani Ttavai Servcst ■ now hmng
CMaua waininataHll. Ski packages akw
aval** del (800) 6464649
(VeekaACtuba-RaMi cool $1000 rijue!
one weekl Plus $1000 tor the member who
calsl And a toe headphone radio juat for
ce***p)00)932«28,*6S
Need eitra taeney? Do not settle for
minimum wagel Work part-time evening
hours A earn kit-time pay! Cal 5644095
Men -Thum., 3- 5 lor more info.
Travel heel Sol Spring Break tnpel Jamaica
Cartcun,
Bahamas, Florida! Best
commissions/fastest to tree travail Sun
SpMh Tours, (900) 426-7710

Hod, AC. W/O,
tfsahaoahar. MW martarad Cat Juoa.
MM13S.

i

Roommate's) needed - Malertemale.
ChMpI $1004150 Cat Chrie, 433-7157.

FOR SALE

en Frldey, 16th- Gold nugget bracelet
rnentaJ value. Reward Can 432-0558

Protect yourself - Personal, portable
security alarm* Aftcrdat* Cal Lou.

fnPtartegrey
Cairn at Sho
Showker Hal Copy Center

IN* CwiiaMU Ml MM, ♦computer,
mechanic owned. Warren, 433-1506.
Per safe - Mon'e 2T
new. $90. Cal 129-4661

WANTED

HH.UM

HBJ> WANTED"

BBSHURT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
Envelope Stuffing - $6O0-$800 every week
Free details: SASE to
isemauonei ix.
1356 Coney Wand Awe.
Brooklyn. NY 11230

Campus Rips wanted - Heatwave
Vacaaons, Spring Break 1983. The best rates
» the biggest commissions. For more
ireormation, cal (BOO) 395-WAVE.
• nude A clothed model* lor Hedrawing A portrait classes. No prior
experience required. Transportation
necessary. $10 per hour. To inquire call
Beverley Street Studio School, Staunton,
(703) 866-8636.

Typing MM - CM Laura at (4374. $1/pago.
Rush ft* tool
DJRwctoeed For Greek wear A specialized
clothing, cal campus representative Adam
HuntatiS264.

ATTENTION SENIORS
What do you think your
class gift should be?
The Hearing committee that arid
decide la forming now.
If you are intereeted In aarvfng en
the Claae of 1993e Senior
Challenge Steering Committee
contact Svan VanBaar* at X0278
or come to rm 122 Sonnar Hell.

Sophomore* - Come »the class
meeting on
inWad..
Wad.. Sept.
Sap 30. 5:30 in the
Piedmont moan. Chavpeopls wel be elected
AM, tot food at the Sophomore cook-out on
Thurs, Oct. 1, 5 - 7 pm under the willow
roes by the lake

Colonial Virginia Wto Trek - Oct. 2-4 in
WilHamsburg. $25 registration a $275
pledges Food, lodging A entertainment
provided For detail cal (703) 434-LUNQ.
Creee country sign-up deaden*. 12 noon,
Sept 2fl.Godwri2T3
The Way land Historical Society wa have its
krstmeetinoonWed., Sept. 30 in the upstairs
lobby of Jackson Hall. All majors are
welcome Cal John a 432-6347 lor «*o
Intereeted In campus health leeuea A
weflnoM programs' The Health Center is
recruiting students to serve on the Health
Center Advisory Commm.ee, which acts as a
communication bridge between students A
tta Heath Center. I you want to serve on tha
cornminee, please send a letter of interest to
tie Health Center by Oct 5. For more Mo.,
ceJx6177.

Grand Prize - Amy Bugonhagen
2nd prize - Nathan Rue*
3rd prize - Suzanne Wllaon
4th prize -Erin Mat u**k
5th prlza - Chriatlna Campo

You must pick up your
prize In Wlne-Prlce
(CSC office)
by Oct. 2.

Manyaay?
You got our volel Love, Data Gamma
Don Gamma would kke to welcome aboard

Barry Paaraen! I lovs youl Happy 2nd
AtwiMrsary. Love, Suzanm
Ang* G, OMRM K, Melanl«, AIIM L A
Jen S. - We're so glad you're back! We
mMM youl Love, AXO.
AXQ pledgee - We are so exctod to have
youl Congratulaaor*!
A4> Mlceraes ther new members The fun
has just begun!

UoUKT ON CAMWJS
FUNDRAISER
- Cast Your VoteFor tha UGLIEST PERSON
On JMU*s Campus!
Tuas., Sept 29
Wed., SspL 30
Thurs., Oct. 1
9 am - 4 pm
ON THE COMMONS
Proc##ds iM iw lit
Habitat for Humanity
Sponsored by
A*Q cc-*d service fraternity
AKQ - Thanks for tie Marti Grasl EK.

MINOR
VIOLATIONS
BOARD
Apply in Wine-Price 124
WCC Info. Desk
lnfo-x6372

Gat your recycling bins free & delivered to
you Call 433-6800
Julie A Leoao - Thanks for being there lor
US KAP

Christy, Sprout, Lisa, Rene, Shaudy A
Denise - Welcome back ladies! We missed
al of you very much! Love, Delta Gamma

WriEfaVoUMAValA
BOYFRIEND, NO ONE
TELLS YOU ANYTHING.
"Defeat Party"
Oct 13-18
Latlmer-Shaeffer Theatre

1TKA - What a way to welcome our pledges!
Tharas tor the celebratonl Love, Al*.
Jan Taylor - Happy 21st Birthday, title Sis!
Hope you have an Moaome week You're the
best! Love ya'loa, Mere*.

We've mleeed our Rho Chi"s! ITs great to
have you back! EK.
Congratulation* to all the new pledges in
ALA, AXQ, ACT, AT, HE, A», CTA &
EKfBsatotlucklEK
AET pledges - We bve our turtles! Best of
luck with pfedgingi Love, the Sisters of Alpha
Sigma Tau
Courtney - Got better qulckl Agony,
Seizure's no fun without youl
Don't forget to check Thursday's Breeze
lor weekind specials Irom Buffalo Butch's
Express. We deliver to campus. 564(CHC)244e

Call Your PAPA!
702 E. Market St., Harrisonburg
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd.)

i®

Free Garlic Butter and
Pepperoncini Peppers
with each Pizza

Ask About Our
Carryout Special

GAJBVOBTM|

One Large

433-PAPA

ALA MM the. new ptedgeel Get peyched
far »ait

Everyone I* welcome - Join Harmony, tha
organization concerned with lesbian, gay,
bisexual issues, tor pun-putt on Wed, Sept
30 at 7 pm in Jackson 101.

Deadline la Oct. 1.

PERSONALS

(pizzS

mm

KrtetooFMee -Hope you hade wonderful
blrtidM.lJva.0enM.

Jo A Andrea - We epprecate al your hart
workl Love, AP

ReeumM - cuatom-wrinen; award-winning
wrikttfimikatinQ spacMlat; typeset 434-0515

Karaokel Book a party today* Esaaart rates,
DJ Eraertainmerl 4344357

Making a decision about an unplanned
pregnancy won! to easy. First, give voursel
a an time. Lock at al your options from al
the angles. Weigh the pros and cons
carefuty Above alf be honest wlh voursel
Remember, ato beat choice a the one that's
right for you. Wa offer family planning,
counseling and first trimester abortion
services because wa believe a woman should
Ian* a ful range el options avaJsble to her
Call us if we can help, confidentially of
course. Hagerstown Reproductive Health
Services; in Hagerstown, Maryland since
1979. (301) 733-2400. Cosed cab accepted

Senior*) ITs yeur laat chance to be in The
BkJMttel Sign up in ArS, room 216. 9 - 5.
Seraor pictures aop Oct 21

Fret Karate First 2 lessons free to new
akjdartswhowartkJlyttoJMUMartolAm
Club. 7:00 pm-9:30 pm Monday* and
Wednesdays, Godwin Hal, wrestling room,
•211. Cal 434-8824 for information

Congratulations
to the CSC Raffle
Winners!!!

Escape to The Country Place - 40 miles
NW/Luray. Two BR. chalet, fireplace,
mountain*; GW Forest, canoeing, hiking;
$225/weekend; camp. $25might, modern
facet** (703) 743-4007

Adaption Chrttton chtdM* coupta Wta la
an A.H.. plans to stay home with baby We
can hep each otierl Please cal Paul A Mary
(703)389-9999.

Skyalvel Come experience an incredible
adventure - skydiving - the ultimate high!
Cal lor our info sheet with prices, ejections,
etc. at Skydhre Orange, (703) 942-3871
ffttoryHeV

aaaoial Or/natc vsniaaaart IOT ttjrtnirnina,
Mondays, 7-1 Cal Jen Ayers, 564-2714

i back JAW student specials - $8
hareuts. Monday - Friday. $2 discount with
Gona Have I card Cal (fusions, 433-1588

$252.50 Sea 50 tunny, collage T-shirt* A
make $252.50. No financial obligation A
risk-bee program Avg sales time - 44 hrs.
Choose Iroml 2 designs For information call
toUfree (800) 733-3265

!

l A inanagement training ottered
to Freshman A Sophomores without
obligation Cal Array ROTC, Mafor John

Uc*Jna2-bfta epar* m earner, brand new.
$50. 4*1115, Ma* Purdy.

Supplement year collegs degret with
henoion aadtrshp experience provided by
Army ROTC. Call Major Baytoea today at

M6T fcE

For more information It atai a tanca
f90/*wu9T>g tie ktivoatiQaaon of
ftnanang bueinaea opportunieM A
work at home opporturaUM, contact
t» Bauer Busineee BunMu, Inc.
al
(800)533-5501.

"Works1 Pizza
$9.95.w
DTtHA TOeWWOa AWAtUtBUI

Large, One
Topping Pizza

$6.96*.

cereal

Two Large
Slnght Topping Pizzas
$11.98.-

ITTSU TOPPflMM I

433-7272
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MR. GATTTS
FAST FEAST BUFFET
AVAILABLE DAILY
MON-FRI —11 A.M. - 2 P.M. 5:30 P.M. - 8:30 P.M. ■
SAT & SUN —11 A.M. - 4 P.M.
4 P.M.-8:30 P.M.-

-$3.99
—$4.29
—$3.99
$4.29

No Coupons,
No Gimmicks,
Just the Best Pizza
At the Fairest Price.

FEATURING ALL YOU CAN EAT
PIZZA, PASTA & SALAD
$

5.53

$

6.45

$

433-0606
8.29
7.37
$

($6 price includes tax)

($7 price includes tax)

($8 price includes tax)

($9 price includes tax)

ONE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect

THREE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

ONE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS

THREE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS

Original or Pan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
|

